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Abstract: This paper presents a combined analysis of the potential of a future
electron-positron collider to constrain the Higgs, top and electro-weak (EW) sectors
of the Standard Model Effective Field Theory (SMEFT). The leading contributions of
operators involving top quarks arise mostly at one-loop suppressed order and can be
captured by the renormalization group mixing with Higgs operators. We perform global
fits with an extended basis of 29 parameters, including both Higgs and top operators,
to the projections for the Higgs, top and electro-weak precision measurements at the
International Linear Collider (ILC). The determination of the Higgs boson couplings in
the 250 GeV stage of the ILC is initially severely degraded by the additional top-quark
degrees of freedom, but can be nearly completely recovered by the inclusion of precise
measurements of top-quark EW couplings at the LHC. The physical Higgs couplings
are relatively robust, as the top mass is larger than the energy scale of EW processes.
The effect of the top operators on the bounds on the Wilson coefficients is much more
pronounced and may limit our ability to identify the source of deviations from the
Standard Model. Robust global bounds on all Wilson coefficients are only obtained
when the 500 GeV stage of the ILC is included.
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1 Introduction
With the discovery of the Higgs boson, all particles postulated by the Standard Model
(SM) of particle physics have been experimentally confirmed. Many attempts have
been made to embed the SM in a more complete theory, that incorporates a descrip-
tion of gravity, neutrino masses, or dark matter, to name a few of the most popular
targets. Currently, none of these extensions have imposed themselves as the “standard”
paradigm.
In the meantime, experiments are leaving no stones unturned looking for hints of
new physics. The LHC provides precise measurements of a wealth of SM processes in an
unexplored energy regime. Future colliders may extend the energy reach and precision
still further. We focus on an electron-positron collider with sufficient energy to produce
Higgs bosons and eventually top quarks, and adopt in particular the scenario1 of the
ILC [8, 9].
1A “Higgs factory” can also be implemented as a linear collider based on warm radio-frequency
technology (CLIC [4, 5]) or a 100 km ring (FCCee [6], CEPC [7]).
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Effective-field theory (EFT) or the Standard Model EFT (SMEFT) is a crucial tool
in modern high-energy physics, as it provides a relatively model-independent framework
to order and interpret the enormous wealth of measurements from experiments at col-
liders and elsewhere. This approach is particularly needed when one is to extract some
properties in a model-independent way. Some of the earliest works along this direction
have focused on LHC Higgs physics [10–12] and top physics [13–17]2. EFT studies also
provide a global framework to compare scenarios for future colliders in terms of the
sensitivity of their precision measurements to new physics. We build on studies for
future collider prospects that have been performed in the Higgs/EW [1, 19] and top
sector [15, 20].
In this study, we combine the contributions from the Higgs/EW and top sectors
that have been treated separately so far. The top-sector contributions to Higgs+EW
precision observables have been ignored as they are one-loop suppressed compared
to those of Higgs operators and SM. However, these are leading contributions of the
top sector at the initial stages of ILC at 250 GeV , before top quarks can be directly
produced.
Therefore, it is important to include top contributions and assess whether the Higgs
precision achievable without model-independent top effects can be retained even with
them, what capabilities of future colliders are needed, and whether the top sector can
be precisely constrained without direct top productions.
To this end, we extend the previous SMEFT basis of Ref. [1, 19] to include seven
additional operators involving top quarks. We thus include a total of 29 degrees of
freedom that affect Higgs production and decay rates, EW precision measurements
and high-energy di-boson production, and the EW interactions of the top quark. We
include all and only leading contributions of these operators, up to log-enhanced one-
loop contributions compared to the SM ones, as captured by Higgs and top operator
mixing through the renormalization group (RG) evolution of Higgs operators due to
top operators3.
We first treat the additional top operators as a threat to the Higgs fit and evaluate
how the extension of the operator basis with top-quark operators affects the deter-
mination of the Higgs boson couplings. We investigate how precise measurements of
top quark electro-weak couplings at the LHC or future measurements at the ILC at√
s = 500 GeV can mitigate this effect. We also consider the new opportunity that
the interplay between top and Higgs physics offers. We discuss to what extent the
2Recently, differential distributions of EW processes have also been included in SMEFT analy-
ses [18].
3The authors of Ref. [2, 3] have developed a similar approach and used it to study the prospects
of circular electron-positron colliders. Their studies are compared with ours in Appendix B.
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250 GeV “Higgs factory” programme can do top physics without actually producing
top quarks by using Higgs/EW precision measurements to set indirect bounds on the
top operator coefficients.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 and Section 3 we present the
motivation and the theory framework, with details of the operator basis, power counting
of top effects, and renormalization group effects. Section 4 presents the benchmark
datasets that are used in the fit. The main results are presented in Section 5. In
Section 6, we summarize the most important findings of the study and discuss their
implications.
2 Motivation and background
The top-sector’s contributions to the Higgs+EW observables are the leading top contri-
butions to the initial “Higgs factory” stage of future electron-positron colliders. There
are various good reasons to expect that top-sector contributions can be important,
numerically.
2.1 Top-Higgs interplay in the SM
In practice, we expect the most important next-to-lowest effects would come from
loop effects induced by top-quark related operators. It is first because the top-EW
interactions are only poorly constrained by the LHC and the initial (250 GeV) stage
of future Higgs factories does not reach the top quark pair production threshold.
e+
e−
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t
Z
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t
γ
h γ
t
Figure 1. Example loop diagrams involving top quarks in e+e− → Zh production (left),
Z → e+e− (middle) and h → γγ (right). The solid black dots indicate vertices that are
affected by the operators considered in this paper.
Figure 1 shows three example loop processes where top-EW couplings can con-
tribute. The contribution of top-loop diagrams involving poorly constrained operators
can easily exceed the experimental accuracies of the rate measurements for those pro-
cesses. The first diagram contributes directly to the dominant Higgs production process,
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and would hence affect the Higgs coupling measurements. The second diagram con-
tributes to the Z-pole process and will play a role in electro-weak precision observables4
(EWPO). The third diagram contributes to the h→ γγ branching ratio.
h
γ
γ
t h
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g
t h
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t
Figure 2. Loop diagrams for Higgs boson interactions with photons (left), gluons (middle),
and with a photon and Z-boson (right). The solid black dots indicate vertices that are affected
by the operators considered in this paper.
Another reason is that the top quark couples to the SM most strongly. This makes
the top-loop the dominant contribution to the loop-induced Higgs decays and produc-
tions in the SM, as shown in Fig. 2. In a calculation that explicitly resolves the loop
diagrams, the three diagrams depend on various top-EW couplings, including the tt¯h,
tt¯γ, tt¯g, and tt¯Z vertices5. Also, such vertex contributions are not loop suppressed
compared to those of SM ones. Therefore, Higgs precision measurements can be sen-
sitive to new physics that affect the top-EW vertices. Higgs factories operating at√
s = 250 GeV can probe these vertices indirectly. The inclusion of these loop effects
is described in Section 3.6 and a quantitative analysis is presented in Section 5.8 and
Section 5.7.
2.2 BSM motivation
A further entanglement of the Higgs and top sectors may arise in new physics models
beyond the SM (BSM). Generally speaking, extensions of the Standard Model are under
no obligation to respect the separation between the top and Higgs sectors. Rather,
concrete extensions of the SM do activate multiple operators across several sectors.
A well-known example is found in composite Higgs models [23, 24]. The Higgs
boson couplings are expected to deviate from the SM predictions as κ ∼ 1− c× 1TeV
f
,
4For an analogy, consider the W -mass measurement. The SM computation of mW receives an
uncertainty from top mass uncertainty (∆mW ∼ 6 MeV for ∆mt ∼ 1 GeV [21]). At a certain precision
of mW , further improvements of the experimental measurement will not increase the precision of the
comparison, unless one can improve the top-quark mass measurement as well.
5Indeed, in the so-called resolved version of the fit in κ framework used for early LHC analyses [10]
the scale factors for the effective Higgs boson coupling to gluons are written as κg ∼ κt + ∆κg
and that to photons as κγ ∼ −0.28κt + 1.28κW + ∆κγ [22], where κt and κW are the scale factors
that multiply the SM predictions for the Higgs boson couplings to the top quark and the W -boson
(κg = κγ = κt = κW = 1 and ∆κg = ∆κγ = 0 in the SM).
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where f is the scale associated with the new physics and c ∼ 3% for vector boson
couplings and c ∼ 3 – 9% for fermion couplings [22]. As the top quark is the heaviest
SM particle and consequently tends to mix strongly with the composite sector, the top-
EW couplings are typically altered sizably. A custodial symmetry is usually invoked to
protect the coupling of the Z-boson to left-handed bottom quarks, but cannot simulta-
neously avoid large corrections to the EW couplings of the top quark [25, 26]. Ref. [27]
indeed collects a number of concrete proposals for composite Higgs models that predict
sizeable (up to 10-20%) deviations from the SM for the top quark couplings to the
Z-boson. Ref. [28] quantitatively demonstrated that the measurements of Higgs bo-
son and top (and bottom) quark couplings provide complementary handles. Together,
precise measurements of the top, Higgs and EW sectors probe the parameter space of
typical models up to a scale well beyond the direct reach of colliders. A comprehensive
study of the constraints of precision measurements on such models requires a combined
analyses of Higgs and top measurements.
3 Theoretical framework
In this section, we present the extended basis of dimension-six operators, including
the Higgs operators proposed in Ref. [1] and additional top operators. Then we detail
various top-quark effects that we include, with the power counting rules to select which
top effects to include with the renormalization group calculation.
3.1 Higgs/EW operators
Following [1], we use the 10 ‘Higgs’ operators below to parameterize the lowest-order
modifications of Higgs and EW observables.
OH = ∂µ(Φ†Φ)∂µ(Φ†Φ), OT = (Φ†←→D µΦ)(Φ†←→D µΦ),
O6 = (Φ†Φ)3, OWB = Φ†taΦW aµνBµν ,
OBB = Φ†ΦBµνBµν , O3W = abcW aµνW bνρ W cρµ,
OHL = (Φ†i←→D µΦ)(L¯γµL), OHL′ = (Φ†tai←→D µΦ)(L¯γµtaL),
OHE = (Φ†i←→D µΦ)(e¯γµe), OWW = (Φ†Φ)W aµνW aµν , (3.1)
with the Lagrangian terms
∆LHiggs = cH
2v2
OH + cT
2v2
OT − c6λ
v2
O6 + g
2cWW
m2W
OWW + 4gg
′cWB
m2W
OWB + g
′2cBB
m2W
OBB
+
g3c3W
m2W
O3W + cHL
v2
OHL + 4c
′
HL
v2
OHL′ + cHE
v2
OHE, (3.2)
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where the Higgs vacuum expectation value v = 246 GeV and ta = 1
2
τa (τa are Pauli
matrices). We do not assume oblique [29, 30] or universal [31] corrections and treat
all ten operators as independent. We also add Yukawa operators cbH, cH, τH, µH, to the
SM fermions (e.g. ObH = (Φ†Φ)(Q¯bΦ)) and the collective gluonic operators cgH and
CW,Z to effectively describe the Higgs decay widths and corresponding physical Higgs
couplings. We refer to Ref. [1] for a detailed discussion of this operator set.
We denote δA = ∆A/A as the deviation of the observable A from its SM prediction.
We express δA in terms of EFT coefficients. We also define the deviation of the physical
Higgs coupling as the deviation of the square-root of the partial width [1, 32]
δg(hXX) ≡ 1
2
δΓ(h→ XX), (3.3)
where X can be any particles to which the Higgs boson decays. For example,
δg(hbb¯) =
1
2
δΓ(h→ bb¯) = 1
2
(2cbH − 2δv + δZh + δmh), (3.4)
where we explicitly write the dependence on δmh and δv, and δZh = −cH is the correc-
tion to the Higgs field strength. This expression is slightly different from that of Ref. [1]
where cbH was used to collectively describe cbH , δv and δmh altogether. They are sep-
arated to emphasize the dependence on the three parameters, but numerical results re-
main almost unchanged. We use a similar treatment for δg(hµ+µ−), δg(hτ+τ−), δg(hcc¯).
The Higgs self-coupling is represented by λ defined as
λ = λ
(
1 +
3
2
c6
)
, (3.5)
which is a combination of the original Higgs self-coupling λ and the operator c6 shifting
the Higgs potential. In the Higgs fit at
√
s = 250 GeV , λ is constrained by the Higgs
mass measurement. Only this combination appears in our global fit until the di-Higgs
production e+e− → Zhh is available at √s = 500 GeV . Although the Higgs pair
production at HL-LHC can provide some handle, the ILC σ(Zhh) measurement will
eventually provide the most precise and robust determination of c6 independently from
λ [33]. Instead, for the early stage of the ILC at
√
s = 250 GeV , it is assumed that
the HL-LHC data constrain c6 well enough, so as not to affect the model-independent
fit of other parameters [2]. It was also proposed to use the finite one-loop corrections
of c6 to the Higgsstrahlung process e
+e− → Zh at ILC250 [34, 35] to constrain c6.
This contribution is not considered in the power counting we adopt (more on this in
Section 3.4). A more dedicated study could be interesting.
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3.2 Top operators
To properly account for the dependence of Higgs precision observables on vertices in-
volving top quarks, we include the following seven ‘top’ operators in our basis.
OtH = (Φ†Φ)(Q¯tΦ˜), O(1)Hq = (Φ†i
←→
D µΦ)(Q¯γ
µQ),
O(3)Hq = (Φ†i
←→
D aµΦ)(Q¯γ
µτaQ), OHt = (Φ†i←→D µΦ)(t¯γµt),
OHtb = (Φ˜†iDµΦ)(t¯γµb),
OtW = (Q¯σµνt)τaΦ˜W aµν , OtB = (Q¯σµνt)Φ˜Bµν , (3.6)
with
∆Ltop = −yt ctH
v2
OtH +
c
(1)
Hq
v2
O(1)Hq +
c
(3)
Hq
v2
O(3)Hq +
cHt
v2
OHt + cHtb
v2
OHtb + ctW
v2
OtW + ctB
v2
OtB,
(3.7)
where Q is the third-generation left-handed quark doublet and Φ˜ = iτ2Φ
†. These are
the top operators that affect Higgs and EW observables at one loop. We do not consider
four-fermion operators that involve two top quarks. In this work, we calculate these
one-loop effects using the Renormalization Group (RG) evolution and mixing of top
and Higgs operators. Our power counting rule is discussed in Section 3.4, top RG
effects in Section 3.5, and top effects that are not captured in this way in Section 3.6.
In several extensions of the Standard Model, the effect of the top operators may be
accompanied by bottom-quark effects. We have evaluated the one-loop effects on the
global fit and find them to be negligible. This is discussed in detail in Appendix E.
3.3 Top Yukawa coupling
The operator coefficient ctH shifts the top Yukawa coupling and the top mass at tree
level. Including also Higgs operator contributions, we can write the following expres-
sion:
∆L = −ytv√
2
(1 + 1
2
ctH)t¯t − yt√
2
(1 + 3
2
ctH +
1
2
δZh)ht¯t (3.8)
= −mtt¯t − mt
v
(1 + ctH − 1
2
cH)ht¯t. (3.9)
In the second line, we define the top mass as mt = ytv/
√
2(1 + 1
2
ctH) and rewrite the
Yukawa coupling in terms of the redefined top mass. Thus, we define the deviation of
the top-quark Yukawa coupling as
δyt ≡ ctH − 1
2
cH − δv. (3.10)
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The top-quark Yukawa coupling and its tree-level modification can be measured
separately from the top mass and the tt¯h cross-section. The latter is available at
the LHC and HL-LHC prospects will be used throughout in this work. The ILC
can measure the top-quark Yukawa coupling directly at
√
s = 500 GeV stage (or,
even better, 550 GeV [36]). The top-quark Yukawa coupling also affects Higgs decays
h → γγ, Zγ, gg via one-loop diagrams, which are available already at the low-energy
running of ILC [37]. These are finite one-loop effects, but are important because SM
contributions are also at one-loop. They are indeed included in our work consistently
with the power-counting rule in Section 3.4 and further discussed in Section 3.6.
The coefficient ctH appears in our global fits only through the top Yukawa coupling
as in Eq. (3.10). It does not RG mix with any Higgs operators. The only exception
is c6 (as shown in Eq. (E.4)), but ctH ’s RG contributions cannot be measured in our
global fits since c6 appears only at one energy scale (i.e. from the Zhh production cross
section at
√
s = 500 GeV ). Thus, we do not include the RG evolution of c6.
3.4 Power counting for top-loop contributions
In this work, we consider a subset of the leading effects of top operators on precision
measurements of Higgs and EW sectors. Although it is best to include the full leading
effects, most of them are loop contributions, and hence not easy to calculate and un-
derstand. As a first step toward a complete study, it is better to focus on a consistent
subset of important effects. This subsection develops a power counting to select such
a subset.
One could hope to include all top contributions at a given absolute order. The
one-loop corrections then unambiguously specify the top contributions from one-loop
diagrams. But the fact that not all leading SM processes are generated at the same
absolute order makes the issue complicated. Consider the Higgs decays h→ γγ, Zγ, gg
versus the other Higgs processes. In the SM, the former are generated at one-loop while
the latter are already present at tree-level. In a numerical analysis, we do include all
those processes and treat them equally even though their absolute orders are different.
It is because they are leading contributions to each observable. The underlying logic
is that if measurement uncertainties of tree- and loop-induced observables are similar,
those leading contributions will receive similar constraints, regardless of their absolute
orders. Thus, they will be similarly important. The leading contribution has an im-
portant role, irrespective of its absolute order; it provides a new information for the
first time, while subleading corrections usually only modify the leading information.
The same issue applies to top contributions to Higgs physics observables. Although
we will be interested in leading top contributions regardless of their absolute orders,
not all leading contributions are equally important. If the leading top contribution
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arises at five-loop level, while the SM process is at tree-level, it is very unlikely that
such leading top contribution have an impact, unless the observable is measured with
exquisite precision. Here comes the notion of the relative orders of top contributions
compared to the SM.
In all, our rule is to include all and only leading top contributions up
to the logarithmic one-loop order relative to the SM. Most leading top effects
arise at the one-loop order compared to the SM. Among the full one-loop corrections
to SM processes, our rule is to include only logarithmic ones, which can be readily
obtained through the RG evolution of Higgs operators induced by top operators. In
other words, we include leading top effects up to the logarithmic one-loop compared
to the SM. Whenever some Higgs operator contributes to some Higgs observables, its
RG mixing with top operators accounts for those top operators’ logarithmic one-loop
corrections to the observables. This is our main method to include the leading top-loop
effects in this work.
The logarithmic corrections are not full one-loop effects, but they are a convenient
and self-consistent subset. The RG effects respect all the symmetries of the theory,
including gauge invariance, so that most non-zero effects in the full one-loop corrections
also arise in RG6. Due to the logarithm of scale ratios (e.g. Eq. (3.12)), the RG
contributions are often the dominant contribution among full one-loop effects, although
this is not always the case.
This approach is convenient because the RG evolution is much easier to calculate.
It needs to be calculated only once for all operators, independently of the observables,
while every new full one-loop effects must be calculated separately (the majority has
been done [2, 3, 38]). Moreover, their contribution is easier to understand, e.g. based
on operator mixing patterns [39, 40]. Thus, although full one-loop analysis will have to
be eventually done (see, e.g. [2]), at this early stage we use RG effects as a convenient
proxy for the leading top effects.
The power counting rule we propose is particularly useful if all observables are
measured with similar errors. All leading contributions will receive similar constraints,
regardless of their absolute orders. But if some observables are measured better, this
logic may become biased. There is no obvious mathematical answer for which top
contributions at which order must be included. At least, the RG parts are theoretically
consistent and practically convenient proxies of leading loop effects.
There is a notable exception and subtlety with this power counting rule. It arises
again from the fact that not all top contributions are at the same absolute and relative
6Some external momentum dependences of full one-loop effects are not captured by RG calculations.
Such dependences can induce useful information on differential and energy-dependent observables.
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Higgs loop production/decay other observables top production
SM finite 1-loop tree-level tree-level
Higgs operator tree-level from cWW,WB,BB tree-level none
finite 1-loop from other operators
top operator log 1-loop via c˙WW,WB,BB log 1-loop via c˙ tree-level
log 2-loop via other c˙
finite 1-loop via tree-shift of yt, gZtt
Table 1. Summary of the absolute orders of the contributions that we include. Our power
counting is discussed in Section 3.4; the RG-induced logarithmic loop effects of top operators
in Section 3.5; the finite one-loop effects of top operators in loop-induced Higgs decays in
Section 3.6. The treatment of top observables are from Ref. [15], where Higgs loop effects are
neglected.
orders. Although SM h → γγ, Zγ are induced at one-loop, cWW,WB,BB contribute
at the (absolute) tree-level. Then, according to the power counting rule, two-loop RG
evolutions of cWW,WB,BB and finite one-loop corrections are needed. But we include only
one-loop RG evolutions of cWW,WB,BB. This may leave some numerical uncertainties.
Some top effects are not captured by the renormalization of Higgs operators. As
discussed in Section 3.3 and Section 3.6, there are tree-level shifts of SM parameters
due to top operators: ctH shifts the top Yukawa, and c
(1)
Hq, c
(3)
Hq, cHt shift the Ztt¯ coupling
at the tree-level. We include such relative tree-level effects.
The power counting and the corrections that we include are summarized in Table 1.
We also assess the numerical impact of our power counting rules in Appendices. First,
the top contributions treated differently in our approach and in [2, 3] are compared in
Appendix B; second, the uncertainties in our global fit introduced by the choice of RG
scale Q (see next subsection) are estimated in Appendix C. We can conclude that the
differences between different approaches are mostly within O(10)% and our results are
stable with respect to the variation of Q.
3.5 Renormalization group evolution and scale choice
The logarithmic one-loop contributions of top operators to Higgs/EW observables are
captured by Higgs and top operator mixing, through the RG evolution of Higgs oper-
ators due to top operators. The RG equations of Higgs operators have the following
form:
c˙i ≡ 16pi2 dci
d lnµ
= γijcj, (3.11)
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where i index represents Higgs operators and j top operators. We do not consider
Higgs self running between Higgs operators, as they are subleading corrections, while
the RG mixing with top operators are leading top contributions to Higgs+EWPO
observables. Likewise, we do not consider RG evolutions of top operators, as discussed
in the previous subsections. An approximate solution to the RG equations is given by:
ci(Q) ' ci(Q0) + 1
16pi2
γijcj(Q0) ln
Q
Q0
. (3.12)
The RG equations of the Higgs operators and γij are given by [39, 41–43]: (in the
MS-bar subtraction scheme with dimensional regularization)
c˙H = (12y
2
tNc − 4g2Nc)c(3)Hq − 12ytybNccHtb, (3.13)
c˙T = (4y
2
tNc −
8
3
g′2YhYuNc)cHt − (4y2tNc +
8
3
g′2YhYqNc)c
(1)
Hq + 4ytybNccHtb,(3.14)
c˙WW =
1
4
(−2gytNcctW ), (3.15)
c˙BB =
1
4t2W
(−4g′yt(Yq + Yu)NcctB) , (3.16)
c˙WB =
1
8tW
(2gytNcctB + 4g
′yt(Yq + Yu)NcctW ) , (3.17)
c˙HL =
1
2
Ylg
′2
(
16
3
YqNcc
(1)
Hq +
8
3
YuNccHt
)
, (3.18)
c˙′HL =
2
3
g2Ncc
(3)
Hq, (3.19)
c˙HE =
1
2
Yeg
′2
(
16
3
YqNcc
(1)
Hq +
8
3
YuNccHt
)
, (3.20)
where Yi is the hypercharge, yt,b are Yukawa couplings, and Nc = 3. These are all
relevant RG equations that we include in this work.
Before discussing the scale choice, we comment on a few effects we have ignored.
The RG evolution of c6 is irrelevant as c6 appears in only one observable at one energy
scale – σ(Zhh) at
√
s = 500 GeV. Thus, c6 and the loop corrections to it cannot be
distinguished. Likewise, cbH and similar operators also appear in only one observable.
Notably, ctH mixes only with c6 (Eq. (E.4)) and cbH (Eq. (E.5)) among Higgs operators.
It is not necessary to include the running of these Higgs operators. c3W does not mix
with any top operators. The RG effect of cHtb is small as its RG contributions are
proportional to yb. We refer to Appendix E for complete expressions including c˙6 and
c˙bH and contributions from bottom operators.
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GF EWPO δmW,Z,h,t δΓ(h) W
−W+ σ(νν¯h) σ(Zh) σ(Zhh)
Qproc [GeV ] mµ mZ ,mW mW,Z,h,t mh 250, 500 250, 500 250, 500 500
Table 2. The energy scales of observables, Qproc. In our main results, EFT top-loop contri-
butions are evaluated at Q = max(mt, Qproc) in Eq. (3.22), but they are also compared with
other choices of Q as explained in text. δm and δΓ may appear in other observables but will
still be evaluated at on-shell; examples are discussed in regard of Eq. (3.23). Qproc for top
production observables are not needed since top operators do not run in our analysis.
Some top-loop effects also arise from the renormalization of SM parameters (as
discussed briefly in Section 3.4). Among SM parameters, only y˙t, y˙b, λ˙ receive top-
operator contributions. And only the running of yt can be relevant to us because yt
can appear at multiple energy scales of mt and h→ γγ, Zγ, and later tt¯h (although we
do not include it). The relevant RG equation is
y˙t =
m2H
v2
(
3ytctH − yt(c(1)Hq + 3c(3)Hq − cHt) − ybcHtb
)
, (3.21)
where m2H is the quadratic mass parameter in the Higgs potential.
There are two distinct energy scales in the RG calculation. In this paper, Q0 refers
to the common scale that we use to express the Wilson coefficients, while Q refers to
the renormalization scale for each physical process. In the following we discuss how the
choices of the two scales affect the numerical results.
RG effects are evolved down from a common reference scale Q0. This scale can be
set to the matching scale of new physics to the EFT, but formally it is arbitrary. In this
work, it is just an arbitrary renormalization scale of Higgs and top Wilson coefficients
ci that we use to express theory predictions. The constraints on the Wilson coefficients
ci(Q0) from a global fit will depend on the choice of Q0. In Appendix D we show how
the covariance matrix obtained at one scale can be evolved to another scale.
The bounds on physical observables (such as physical Higgs coupling precision)
must be evaluated at their physical scales and the result must be independent of Q0.
In Appendix D we prove that the results for the physical Higgs couplings are indeed
independent of the choice of the reference scale Q0.
All RG contributions are evaluated at the renormalization scale Q of each observ-
able. A natural choice is:
Q = max(mt, Qproc), (3.22)
where the top mass mt is a natural scale below which top-loop effects are suppressed
by the heavy top mass. Such decoupling of heavy-particle loop effects must be added
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by hand in the mass-independent renormalization, e.g. with dimensional regularization
and MS-bar subtraction scheme as in this paper. Qproc is the characteristic energy scale
of each observable, as collected in Table 2. If Qproc < mt, operators renormalize only
between mt and Q0 but not between Qproc and mt because the top quark is heavy and
decouples. Of course, the decoupling scale is also somewhat arbitrary. In self-energy
diagrams (e.g. second one in Fig. 1), 2mt is a more relevant scale at which analyticity
produces abrupt changes of loop functions. In the full-matching point of view,
√
2mt can
be more relevant as the energy dependence of the gauge coupling beta function is highest
there [44]. All these choices are formally equivalent, but numerical differences just
reflect the fact that we are terminating at some finite order in perturbative expansion.
Therefore, we use the choice in Eq. (3.22) as a main one throughout the paper. A
comparison with alternative choices, such as Q = max(2mt, Qproc) and Q = Qproc, is
presented in Appendix C.
Lastly, observables often involve multiple energy scales. For example,
δσ(Zh→ Zbb¯)(Qproc = 250) = δσ(Zh)(250) + δΓ(bb¯)(mh) − δΓtot(mh), (3.23)
where numbers in parentheses are Qproc values. Further, δΓ may depend on, e.g. the
Z boson mass δmZ which will always be evaluated at Qproc = mZ . In the end, the
observable δσ(Zh → Zbb¯) will be written in terms of ci(Q0) at Q0 and the covariance
matrix of ci(Q0) is obtained. The explicit Q0 dependence of the matrix can be used to
derive final constraints on the coefficients at some common reference scale Q0.
3.6 Finite one-loop effects of top couplings
Several Higgs observables receive effects from top operators that are not logarithmic
one-loop. The operator coefficient ctH that shifts the top Yukawa coupling (Section 3.3)
affects h→ γγ, gg, Zγ decays at one-loop (without UV divergences, hence without log-
enhancements) and pp→ tt¯h and e+e− → tt¯h production rate at tree-level. In addition
to the modifications due to Higgs operators and SM parameter variations, ctH modifies
these observables as follows:
δΓ(h→ γγ) = Re
(
Atop
Atop + AW
)
2ctH + · · · , (3.24)
δΓ(h→ gg) = 2ctH + 2cgH + δZh, (3.25)
δσ(tt¯h) = 2ctH + · · · , (3.26)
where Atop,W are SM amplitudes with top and W loops, and · · · are from the variations
other than ctH calculated in [1] and [15]. In δΓ(h → gg), we write the full expression
separating ctH from cgH , which were altogether described by a single parameter cgH
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in [1]. In this work, ctH affects various observables differently from cgH . Hence, the
two operators can be distinguished from each other. Numerical evaluations of these
expressions are collected in Table 10 – 12. The loop diagrams for h→ γγ and h→ Zγ
in Fig. 2 can also be mediated by a W -boson. This introduces a dependence of the
decay rates on electro-weak couplings. This dependence is accounted for in our fit.
The h → Zγ decay rate is affected by modifications of both the top Yukawa cou-
pling and the Ztt¯ coupling. The operator coefficients cHq(3), Hq(1), Ht shift the vectorial
part of Ztt¯ vertex (and Zbb¯ similarly) as follow:
L = g
cw
Zµt¯γµt (`+ r)
(
1 +
−c(1)Hq + c(3)Hq − cHt
2(`+ r)
)
≡ g
cw
Zµt¯γµt (`+ r) (1 + cZtt), (3.27)
where ` = 1
2
− 2
3
s2w and r = −23s2w. The tree-level shift (1 + δyt + cZtt) modifies the
top-loop of δΓ(h→ Zγ) in the same way as δΓ(h→ γγ) in Eq. (3.24) so that
δΓ(h→ Zγ) = Re
(
AZγtop
AZγtop + A
Zγ
W
)
2(ctH + cZtt) + · · · . (3.28)
Numerically, this effect is rather small because the top-loop SM contribution to h→ Zγ
(denoted by AZγtop) is much smaller than the W -loop’s A
Zγ
W . We comment that ctW seems
to also shift the Ztt¯ coupling, but this is UV divergent and is actually renormalizing
cWW rather than tree-level shifting the coupling.
Lastly, we emphasize again that we include finite one-loop effects in Eq. (3.24),
(3.25), and (3.28) because SM contributions are also at one loop so that top effects are
at the same level, without an effective loop suppression.
3.7 Summary
The basis for our combined EFT fit to Higgs/EW and top physics data has 29 degrees
of freedom. These include eight + one Higgs operator coefficients:
cH,T,WW,WB,BB,HE,HL,HL′, 3W , (3.29)
seven top operator coefficients:
cHt,HQ(1), HQ(3), tH, tB, tW,Htb, (3.30)
five coefficients for four Yukawa operators and one operator for h→ gg:
cbH, cH, τH, µH, gH , (3.31)
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four coefficients for non-standard Higgs decays:
ainv, aoth, CW,Z , (3.32)
and four SM parameters (electroweak gauge couplings, Higgs vacuum expectation value,
and Higgs self interaction):
δg, δg′, δv, δλ¯. (3.33)
The computed numerical expressions of each observable in terms of operator coefficients
are collected in Appendix F.
4 Benchmark datasets
To study the interplay between Higgs/EW and top measurements and operators we per-
form fits on several benchmark data sets. The benchmarks include LEP/SLC electro-
weak precision measurements, LHC results in Higgs and top physics, and prospects for
Higgs/EW and top physics for the high-luminosity phase of the LHC (HL-LHC) and
for the ILC runs at
√
s = 250 GeV and 500 GeV . In this section we provide a brief
overview of these scenarios.
The SM parameter values that we use in our fits are from central values of the
measurements:
mZ = 91.1876 GeV, mW = 80.385 GeV, mh = 125.090 GeV
mt = 173 GeV, mb = 4.3 GeV, mµ = 0.105 GeV
s2w = 0.23152, α
−1 = 128.9220 v = 246 GeV. (4.1)
Here, mt,b come in as yt,b in RG equations, while mµ provides the scale Q for GF .
4.1 LEP/SLC electro-weak precision observables
Nine electroweak precision observables are collected in Table 3. The uncertainties are
set to the currently available LEP/SLD measurements [45]. Expected improvements
from the LHC and ILC are included for mW ,mh,ΓW , and A`, as in Ref. [19]. This
baseline set of electro-weak precision observables (EWPOs) is included in all benchmark
scenarios. Numerical values are given in Table 3. For some fits we consider the Tera-Z
precision [6] listed in the same table. All values are in agreement with those in Ref.
[19], except for one. We consider the improvement in A` that can be achieved with a
radiative-return analysis at the ILC, which was not considered in Ref. [19].
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observable α−1(m2Z) GF mW mZ mh Al Γl ΓZ ΓW
unit - (GeV−2) (MeV ) (MeV ) (MeV ) (%) (MeV ) (MeV ) (MeV )
LEP/SLC 0.0178 0.6×10−10 15 2.1 240 0.13 0.086 2.3 42
+LHC/ILC idem idem 5 idem 15 0.013 idem idem 2
+Tera-Z 0.00387 idem 0.5 0.1 idem 0.004 0.0054 0.1 1.2
Table 3. Summary of the uncertainties on electro-weak precision measurements, as included
in the fits. The first line (LEP/SLC) lists the current constraints. The second line (LHC/ILC)
includes expected improvements at the LHC and the first stage of the ILC. The third line
reflects the precision envisaged for a Tera-Z programme at a circular e+e− collider. The
uncertainties labelled +LHC/ILC form the baseline scenario included in all fits. The value
denoted by “idem” is identical to that in the earlier row.
4.2 Selected LHC Higgs measurements
Three ratios of Higgs branching ratios are included from the LHC. For rare decays,
the LHC prospects after the full high-luminosity phase are very competitive [46].
As systematic errors largely cancel, these ratios are expected to improve with statis-
tics as 1/
√
N . Expectations are taken from the HL-LHC prospects [47] for 3 ab−1 :
BR(ZZ∗)/BR(γγ) ∼ 2%, BR(Zγ)/BR(γγ) ∼ 20%, and BR(µ+µ−)/BR(γγ) ∼ 8%.
This precision exceeds what was assumed in Ref. [19], that was based on the more
conservative ATLAS study [46]. This set of results is included in all three benchmark
scenarios.
4.3 LHC top production - run 2
Measurements are included of a variety of processes that are sensitive to top electro-
weak couplings, including associated tt¯+ V/h production, electro-weak single-top pro-
duction, and top-decay. The analyses of the LHC run 2 data set are based on 36 fb−1 at√
s = 13 TeV . The top decays analysis is performed with 20 fb−1 at
√
s = 8 TeV . The
constraints are based on the analysis in Ref.[15]. The tt¯ and hh production rates are
not used, but they are implicitly assumed to constrain the one-loop effects of ctG and
c6, respectively.
4.4 HL-LHC top production - S2 scenario
The same measurements and final states are included as in the run 2 scenario above,
where uncertainties are extrapolated to the total integrated luminosity of 3 ab−1 at
14 TeV envisaged in the high-luminosity stage of the LHC. The statistical uncertainties
and experimental systematics are expected to scale as 1/
√
N , while the current theory
uncertainties on SM predictions are divided by two.
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4.5 ILC Higgs/EW measurements at
√
s = 250 GeV
This data set includes Higgs and EW observables. The W+W− production process is
used to constrain Triple Gauge boson Couplings (TGCs). Higgs measurement include
the results of the Higgsstrahlung (e+e− → Zh) recoil mass analysis (total and differ-
ential cross sections, and cross section times branching ratios) and an analysis of the
Vector Boson Fusion (VBF) channel (e+e− → νν¯h, h → bb¯). A total integrated lu-
minosity of 2 ab−1 is shared equally between two beam polarizations (±30,∓80). The
uncertainties are given in Ref. [19].
4.6 ILC Higgs/EW measurements at
√
s = 500 GeV
The same observables are used as in the ILC250 scenario, plus seven σ×BR measure-
ments in the VBF channel. The ILC500 stage envisages a total integrated luminosity
of 4 ab−1 . Uncertainties are given in Ref. [19].
4.7 ILC top quark pair production at
√
s = 500 GeV
This projection includes measurements of a set of optimal observables [20] in tt¯ produc-
tion at
√
s = 500 GeV (4 ab−1 with two beam polarizations). The results are presented
in Appendix C.2.5 of [15]. Associated tt¯h production is considered separately, with a
13% uncertainty on the cross section at
√
s = 500 GeV , which can be improved to 6%
at
√
s = 550 GeV [15].
5 Global-fit analysis
5.1 Method
We perform a global fit to find the optimal values and projected uncertainties for the
29 degrees of freedom listed in Section 3.7. From the results, we also reconstruct the
projected uncertainties on physical Higgs couplings and top Yukawa as the combined
errors on δg(hXX) (Eq. (3.3)) and δyt (Eq. (3.10)), respectively.
The global fit minimizes the total χ2
χ2 =
∑
m,n
(Oˆexp − Oˆthy)m(σ−2)mn(Oˆexp − Oˆthy)n (5.1)
=
∑
I,J
cI(Q0) Cov−1IJ (Q0) cJ(Q0),
where m,n specify observables and σmn is a matrix of error correlations among observ-
ables. Theory predictions in terms of operator coefficients at Q0 turn the correlation
matrix into the covariance matrix of operators at Q0, Cov(Q0), with operator indices
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I, J . The fact that the observables can be expressed in terms of the coefficients at any
scales implies that the Cov(Q0) at one scale Q0 is physically equivalent to the Cov(Q′0)
at another scale Q′0, connected by the RG evolutions of operators; see Appendix D for
detailed discussions and examples. Our covariance matrices for benchmark scenarios
are collected in Appendix H.
5.2 Results for the ILC at
√
s = 250 GeV
In this section, we compare several fits on the initial “Higgs factory” stage of the ILC,
which collects 2 ab−1 at
√
s = 250 GeV . The benchmark data set for this fit includes
the baseline EWPO described in Section 4.1, the measurements of rare Higgs branching
ratios at the LHC of Section 4.2 and the ILC Higgs/EW data of Section 4.5. The fits
on the extended basis include also LHC measurements of the top quark EW couplings,
either at the current run 2 precision (Section 4.3) or the projected precision for the full
HL-LHC program in scenario S2 (Section 4.4).
The results of these fits are presented in Fig. 3. The upper panel presents the
expected precision of the physical Higgs couplings (defined as the 1σ constraint on the
square root of the decay width (Section 3.1); δλ¯ and δyt are defined in Eq. (3.5) and
Eq. (3.10), respectively). The Higgs coupling precision is evaluated at Qproc = mh,
and the result is independent of Q0 (see Appendix D). The lower panel presents the
1σ bounds on the operator coefficients. The operator coefficients are renormalized at
Q0 = 1 TeV with a suppression scale v.
For each coupling or operator, three results are presented. The result labeled as
“w/o top” is intended for reference: it corresponds to the 22-parameter fit of Ref. [19]
without top operators 7. The second bar, labeled “w/top + LHC run 2” corresponds
to a fit with the complete 29-parameter basis including top operators of Section 3.7.
To ensure convergence of the fit, it includes the current LHC run 2 top physics data
of Section 4.3; global fits do not converge without top data as too many parameters
need to be determined. The last bar, “w/top + HL-LHC S2”, includes the expected
improvements in top physics of the HL-LHC scenario “S2” of Section 4.4.
Remarkably, the ILC precision on the physical Higgs couplings remains robust
against model-independent top effects. The global fits with 22 parameters (without
tops) and 29 parameters (with tops) yield similar precision. The most pronounced
deterioration is observed in the hZZ and hWW couplings in the “LHC run 2” scenario,
where the precision degrades by 0.48% and 0.62%, respectively. The parameter λ¯
degrades by 40%. The precision of the Higgs coupling measurements improves again
7The relevant typos in Ref. [19] are collected in Appendix A and are corrected in the fit presented
in this paper.
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Figure 3. Global fit results for the ILC 250 scenario. The upper panel presents the result in
terms of the precision on the physical Higgs couplings (Eq. (3.3)). The lower panel presents
the 1σ bounds on the operator coefficients, renormalized at Q0 = 1 TeV with a suppression
scale v. RG contributions are evaluated at Q = max(mt, Qproc) as in Eq. (3.22) and Table 2.
In both panels, the first column corresponds to a 22-parameter fit without top operators [19],
used as a reference throughout the paper. The second column presents the result that is
obtained when the basis is extended with the seven top operator coefficients described in
Section 3.2 and LHC run 2 data are added. The last column repeats the same fit with the
expectations of the S2 scenario for the measurement of the top quark electro-weak couplings
at HL-LHC. In the bottom panel, white marks are results with only one operator. Results
are tabulated in Table 13 and 14.
with the inclusion of stronger top production data from HL-LHC, almost to the level
without top effects.
The robustness of the bounds on the physical Higgs couplings is understood as fol-
lows. The renormalization scale Q = max(mt, Qproc) for top-loop effects is mt for many
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observables, including Higgs decay widths with Qproc = mh < mt and EWPOs with
Qproc = mZ < mt. Thus, those observables depend on common combinations of Higgs
operators and their RG corrections by top operators: c˜i(mt) = ci +
1
16pi2
γijcj(Q0) log
mt
Q0
(Eq. (3.12)). In the limit where only a single scale Q is relevant, all top effects ap-
pear through c˜i(Q) so that one can redefine all Higgs operator coefficients ci by fixed
combinations c˜i(Q). Physical Higgs couplings will then depend only on c˜i in the same
way they depended on ci in the global fit without top operators. Then the global fit
results for physical Higgs couplings with top operators must be equivalent to the one
without top operators. If all observables are at similar scales, one expects that the
Higgs coupling precision is robust against the extension of the basis with the top oper-
ators. In Appendix C, we present fit results for several different choices of the scale Q,
corroborating this explanation. In other words, the heaviness of the top quark makes
the Higgs coupling precision rather insusceptible to model-independent top effects.
This is remarkable. RG effects are discernible from tree-level effects through the
measurements at multiple energy scales because RG effects vary with the energy scale
while tree-level effects remain constant. Thus, one may expect that measurements at
multiple energy scales are the ones responsible to help achieve high precision in global-
fit analyses. However, we just saw a very different conclusion; having many observables
with common energy scales actually allows to measure certain combinations of tree-
level and RG effects (appearing at the common scale) more precisely. This resulted in
the robust Higgs coupling precision at the ILC.
On the other hand, by actually the same reason, the constraints on operator coeffi-
cients degrade much more significantly with top effects, as shown in the bottom panel of
Fig. 3. In the presence of top operators, it is difficult to constrain individual operators
that combine into physical Higgs couplings. But many common scales (that made Higgs
coupling precision robust) do bother disentangling tree-level effects of Higgs operators
and RG effects of top operators. The degeneracies between them are not well resolved
by Higgs+EW data at 250 GeV alone. Only with the higher-precision top production
data of the HL-LHC S2 scenario, the degeneracies are reduced and operators are better
constrained in the global fit. However, the precision does not fully recover to the level
of the reference fit at the ILC 250 stage.
Apparently, the two panels of Fig. 3 would seem to lead to different conclusions.
While the physical Higgs couplings are affected by 30% to 40% at most, the bounds
on operator coefficients can degrade by orders of magnitudes. The projection onto the
physical Higgs couplings can be useful because they are robustly and semi-directly mea-
sured and theoretical predictions of Higgs coupling deviations in various new physics
models are available. But these are not full information of new physics effects. The
projection onto the operator constraints is still needed to pinpoint the origin of the
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deviations and to distinguish new physics models.
Lastly, we discuss one feature shown in Fig. 3. The Higgs couplings that seem to
be most sensitive to top effects are g(hWW ), g(hZZ) and λ¯, as shown in the second
bars. This is related to the worsening of cT,WB,BB constraints, as shown in the bottom
panel. Why are these operators particularly sensitive to top effects? cT RG mixes most
strongly with top operators, in particular with cHt
8, and cWB,BB strongly with ctB
9.
These top operators are also not well constrained.
All in all, the ILC precision of the physical Higgs couplings are remarkably robust
against the presence of poorly constrained top operators that affect the Higgs measure-
ments through top-loop effects. However, even if the physical couplings of the Higgs
boson are well constrained, strong degeneracies or “blind directions” may be present in
the basis of operator coefficients that prevent an unambiguous new physics interpreta-
tion of the result. Therefore, precise measurements of the top-quark EW couplings are
important to take full advantage of the ILC Higgs factory stage.
5.3 The role of beam polarization
The possibility of highly polarized beams is one of the distinguishing features of lin-
ear colliders. It is instructive to compare the impact of top operators on the model-
independent precision measurements with and without beam polarization. The one
with polarization represents linear e+e− colliders while the other represents circular
e+e− colliders. Following Ref. [19], we compare those results in Fig. 4. The results
labeled “polarized” are for the ILC 250 benchmark scenario of Fig. 3, consisting of
1 ab−1 for each of the two beam polarizations; the results labeled “unpolarized” include
Higgs measurements in 5 ab−1 without beam polarization and the improved Tera-Z es-
timates for the Z-pole EWPO (as described in Section 4.1). The light and dark shadings
represent the results with and without top operators. In the 29-parameter fit with top
operators, HL-LHC S2 top production is included for both polarized and unpolarized
scenarios.
As shown in the figure, the power of beam polarization is not significant in terms
of the robustness against top effects. The Higgs coupling precisions are all robust
irrespective of the existence of beam polarization, as expected from the discussion in
Section 5.2. The operator constraints are slightly more robust in the polarized scenario,
but the difference is not large. As an interesting remark, the polarization effects become
more pronounced if we had used Q = Qproc, where more various scales are involved;
8c
(1)
Hq also RG mixes, but it is better constrained than cHt (Fig. 3) by bb¯ observables at LEP and
LHC [15].
9ctW is better constrained than ctB by top-decay and single-top measurements at LHC [15]. It is
also why cWW (mixing with ctW but not with ctB) is not degraded as much as cWB,BB .
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Figure 4. The role of beam polarization at
√
s = 250 GeV on the Higgs coupling precision
(upper) and Higgs operator constraints (lower) with (light shading) and without (dark shad-
ing) top effects. The polarized (blue) dataset includes equal sharing of two opposite beam
polarizaitons (1 ab−1 each) of ILC, and the unpolarized (red) includes a higher luminosity of
5 ab−1 and enhanced Tera-Z precision for EWPO. HL-LHC S2 top data is added.
see Appendix C. The beam polarization effectively doubles the number of independent
observables, which allows to better disentangle top and Higgs contributions.
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5.4 The role of electro-weak measurements
In Fig. 5 we assess the importance of the EWPO and TGC datasets in the global fit
by varying the precisions of EWPO and TGC measurements. The height of the bars
indicates the ratio of the bounds obtained with the current LEP/SLD precision and
with future precisions of ILC250 (except Tera-Z for unpolarized EWPO). Thus, the
bars show improvements of global-fit results obtained from the improvement of EW
dataset. The exact dataset values used are collected in Table 3. The three bars show
different global fits: the first on the reference fit without top operators, and the last two
on the fits with top operators including either current LHC run 2 or future HL-LHC
S2 bounds on top EW couplings.
The EW measurements generally become less powerful in the presence of top op-
erators in particular when the top operators are relatively not well constrained at LHC
run 2; this can be seen as much smaller heights of the second bars. The degenera-
cies between Higgs and top effects are one of the bottlenecks for taking advantage of
the EW precision measurements. As the degeneracies can be reduced by tighter con-
straints on the top operators from HL-LHC, the importance of EW/TGC dataset also
increases. This means that top data and EW/TGC data are complementary or some-
what orthogonal in resolving those degeneracies; but EWPO and TGC alone are not
powerful enough to remove those degeneracies. The EW measurements are more im-
portant for unpolarized lepton colliders as beam polarization doubles the independent
set of observables. The importance is also more pronounced on operator constraints
since EW/TGC dataset can directly constrain some operators and reduce degeneracies
between operators.
Among all EW observables, the Higgs mass is the most influential one in global
fits. White markers indicate the results that are obtained with δmh fixed to the future
LHC/ILC precision of 15 MeV, while all other EWPO continue to vary. These results
show that most of the precision improvement from EWPO comes from the improvement
of δmh. This is in agreement with Ref. [48] that did not even consider top effects,
implying that the Higgs mass is most important regardless of model-independent top
effects. Finally, the further improvement of δmh from the 15 MeV does not bring
additional improvements of global fits at ILC 250.
In summary, the improvements of EW/TGC dataset from the current LEP/SLD
precision to the future LHC/ILC precision are very important for the global fits, as
well as strong bounds on the top-quark electro-weak operators.
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Figure 5. The ratio of Higgs coupling precision obtained by varying EWPO and TGC un-
certainties, from current LEP/SLD uncertainties of EWPO (upper panel) and TGC measure-
ments (central panel) to the future uncertainties of ILC250 (Tera-Z for unpolarized EWPO).
The white markers indicate the results with the uncertainty δmh fixed to the future LHC/ILC
precision of 15 MeV while all other EWPO uncertainties varied. The third panel presents the
results of the variation of the TGC precision in the operator basis. The first three columns
are with polarized dataset, and the last three are with unpolarized.
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5.5 Results for higher-energy operation – ILC 500 stage
The nominal ILC programme includes 2 ab−1 at
√
s = 250 GeV and 4 ab−1 at
√
s =
500 GeV . The Higgs measurements at higher energy, with much more abundant VBF
production, lead to a significantly improved Higgs fit [1]. The sensitivity of measure-
ments in e+e− → W+W− increases with center-of-mass energy. And, finally, the high-
energy run opens up top quark pair production, allowing for a precise characterization
of the electro-weak interactions of the top quark [15, 20, 49].
The results of a fit to the combined ILC250+ILC500 scenario are presented in Fig. 6.
The upper and lower panels again correspond to the physical Higgs coupling basis and
the effective operator coefficients. For each coupling precision and operator constraint,
four results are shown. The first bar corresponds to the 22-parameter reference fit to
the two ILC stages of Ref [19]. The second, third and fourth bar are obtained with
the full 29-parameter basis. The second bar uses only Higgs and EW observables, the
third adds the HL-LHC top constraints in the S2 scenario, and the fourth adds the
constraints on top EW operators from the ILC run at
√
s = 500 GeV .
Notably, global fits in the 29-parameter basis now converge without top production
data (second bar). The dataset with two ILC energy stages provides a sufficiently
rich set of measurements to constrain also the top operator coefficients. However,
the Higgs coupling precision in this case is significantly degraded with respect to the
reference fit, and indirect constraints on top operators remain much worse than those
from measurement in top production. Higgs coupling precision without top production
data is not as robust as in ILC250 since ILC500 now provides a new energy scale so
that the degeneracies with top effects become more important. Adding ILC 500 top
production data (fourth bar) can almost fully recover the Higgs coupling precision.
HL-LHC top data is also useful, but not quite sufficient to restore the precision to that
of the reference fit without top operators.
A more remarkable impact is found in the basis of operator coefficients. In par-
ticular, the coefficients cHt, tB and cT,WB,BB, which mix strongly with each other, are
strongly affected. The mixing consequently affects the precision of λ and g(hZγ) too.
Only in the last scenario, including ILC 500 top data, the degeneracies between Higgs
and top operators are fully resolved and all operators and couplings are constrained as
well as in the reference fit without top operators.
All in all, ILC 500 is capable of precise and the model-independent test of the
SMEFT with top effects. The precision of the top electro-weak coupling measurements
at the HL-LHC and in e+e− → tt¯ is essential for model-independent Higgs coupling
precision.
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Figure 6. Global-fit results for the ILC250+ILC500 scenario. The upper panel presents the
result in terms of the precision on the physical Higgs couplings. The lower panel presents the
1σ bounds on the operator coefficients, renormalized at Q0 = 1 TeV with a suppression scale
v. In both panels, the first column corresponds to a 22-parameter fit without top operators,
that is used as a reference throughout the paper. The second column presents the result that
is obtained when the basis is extended with the seven top operator coefficients described in
Section 3.2. In the third column, LHC run 2 top data are added. In the fourth column, ILC
top measurements at
√
s = 500 GeV are added. In the bottom panel, white marks are results
with only one operator. Results are tabulated in Table 13 and 14.
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〈(δσ(Zhh))2〉1/2
w/o top op.
ILC 250 2.66%
ILC 250 + 500 2.13%
w/top op.
ILC 250 + 500 (Higgs/EW) 8.06%
+ HL-LHC top 2.62%
+ ILC 500 top 2.13%
Table 4. Total uncertainties of the σ(Zhh) contributed from EFT operators, evaluated at
Q = 500 GeV. Measurement uncertainties are estimated to be 16% [8, 53] but not shown.
These results are independent on Q0 (Appendix D). The first two rows correspond to the fit on
the 22-parameter basis without top operators, for ILC Higgs/EW data at
√
s = 250 GeV and
for the complete programme at 250 + 500 GeV . The three last rows correspond to the 29-
parameter fit on the complete basis with top operators. The first of them includes Higgs/EW
data only, while the second and third add top physics measurements at the HL-LHC and
ILC500, respectively.
5.6 The Higgs self-coupling
The triple coupling or self-coupling of the Higgs boson is one of the key objectives of
high-energy physics in the next decades [50]. A robust extraction of this parameter
is an important consideration in the design of the Higgs factory and its operating
scenarios [1, 32, 33, 51].
The Higgs self-coupling λ and the operator coefficient c6 are expected to be mea-
sured in di-Higgs boson production at the LHC before the ILC turns on [50]. However,
a model-independent extraction from LHC data is difficult. One of the most challeng-
ing aspects is that the gg → hh process receives contributions from several diagrams.
In addition to the diagram with a triple-Higgs-boson vertex, box and loop diagrams
involving tt¯h vertices yield sizeable contributions to the total rate. This results in a
strong dependence on several operator coefficients, among which ctH [52].
In our EFT fit, as discussed at the end of Section 3.4, the Higgs self-coupling
λ and c6 appear together in the λ¯ parameter (Eq. (3.5)), which is constrained by
measurement of the Higgs mass. Figure 6 shows that the reference result δλ¯ = 0.66%
of the 22-parameter fit at ILC500 is degraded to 3.29% when the basis is extended with
top operators. The precision recovers to 0.68% after inclusion of HL-LHC top data in
the S2 scenario, and fully recovers with the top measurements in e+e− → tt¯ production
at ILC500.
Even if the λ¯ coefficient is tightly bounded, we cannot constrain λ and c6 individ-
ually with the 250 GeV data alone (remember that finite loop effects from the Higgs
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operator on the Zh cross section are not included in the fit). The coefficients c6 is
precisely measured by σ(Zhh) at ILC500. This measurement separates the two param-
eters, since λ and c6 enter in different combinations in that process. Here, we evaluate
the effect of Higgs and top operator coefficients on the extraction of c6.
Table 4 shows the total uncertainty on the cross-section δσ(Zhh) from EFT coef-
ficients. This EFT error contribution in the model-independent extraction of c6 must
be kept small - by precise measurements of single-Higgs and top production rates -
to convincingly attribute a measured deviation in the double Higgs production cross
section to a shift in the triple Higgs coupling. The errors are evaluated at Q = 500
GeV, and the results are independent of the choice Q0.
With only Higgs+EW data, the EFT uncertainty contribution is 8.06%, better than
the expected measurement error of 16% [8, 53]. This means that the measurement of c6
from σ(e+e− → Zhh) is robust, even in the presence of top operators. Addition of the
HL-LHC top production data improves the uncertainty to 2.6%. Finally, e+e− → tt¯
at
√
s = 500 GeV fully recovers the constraint 2.13% of the reference fit without top
operators.
An interesting aside is that, even though the final errors are 2.13% both with
or without top operators, individual EFT contributions to the total error are quite
different. In the fit on the extended basis, cT becomes the dominant source of EFT
uncertainties while cH was the dominant contribution before top operators were added.
In summary, the extraction of the Higgs boson self-coupling from the di-Higgs
production rate at the ILC at
√
s = 500 GeV is robust against the impact of other
Higgs operators and top operators. With the inclusion of HL-LHC and ILC500 results
on top electro-weak couplings, the effect of those operators on the extraction is reduced
to well below the expected measurement uncertainty.
5.7 Indirect bounds on top-EW couplings
The effect of the top operator coefficients on the Higgs and EW observables offers a
way to probe these operators during the first “Higgs factory” stage of the ILC project
at
√
s = 250 GeV, when the top quark pair production process is not yet accessible.
The indirect bound from the Higgs/EW fit is therefore the first top quark physics of
the new project.
The individual bounds on all operator coefficients from a fit to the ILC500 projec-
tion are presented in Fig. 7. The measurements are grouped in two broad categories:
electro-weak precision measurements and Higgs coupling measurements. These indirect
determinations are compared to the projections for HL-LHC top physics results in the
S2 scenario and to the bounds expected from ILC top measurements at
√
s = 500 GeV .
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Figure 7. The individual constraints on the EFT coefficients by each set of measurements
at ILC 500 and HL-LHC stages. The first column (EWPO+3 LHC) shows the individual
bounds by 9 EWPOs and 3 branching ratios measurements from LHC. The second column
(Higgs) is from the TGC measurements and Higgs production processes (Zh + νν¯h) from
ILC. The third and fourth ones represent those from direct top data of HL-LHC and ILC
500-top respectively.
The Higgs/EW precision data at
√
s = 250 GeV are sensitive to the top electro-
weak couplings through loop effects. The complete set of relations is found in Table 11.
The Higgs decay widths Γ(h → γγ) and Γ(h → Zγ) are particularly sensitive to the
dipole operator coefficients ctW and ctB that affect the Ztt¯ and γtt¯ vertices and to the
top-quark Yukawa coupling and hence CtH . Figure 3 and 6 show that the ILC precision
can measure these widths to O(1)% precision. In Fig. 7 the individual bounds from
Higgs measurements are indicated as the second, orange bar. The indirect bounds from
Higgs observables are indeed found to be quite powerful for a number of operators. The
individual bounds on cHt, ctH and, especially ctB are expected to improve the bounds
from the HL-LHC measurements by one to two orders of magnitude.
Also the electro-weak precision measurements, indicated with the first, red bar in
Fig. 7, offer very good sensitivity. Renormalization-group mixing leads to a dependence
of the electro-weak precision observables on top operators. Most individual bounds on
top operator coefficients exceed the S2 projection for the HL-LHC, and in several cases
(c
(3)
Hq, cHt, ctB) by more than two orders of magnitude. In some cases, these individual
bounds are competitive even when compared to the limits from direct e+e− → tt¯
production in the 500 GeV run.
The Higgs and electro-weak measurements at
√
s = 250 GeV therefore provide a
powerful indirect handle on the top electro-weak couplings and can improve the legacy
bounds from the LHC top physics programme. If these couplings receive corrections
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from new physics, the Higgs/EW measurements may well be the first place where
significant deviations from the SM show up. We find, however, that these individual
bounds are generally not robust and an unambiguous determination of the coefficients
in a global fit requires the inclusion of e+e− → tt¯ data at higher energy. The bound
on the dipole operator ctB is the only case, where the addition of the Higgs/EW data
improves the global limit over the result of a fit to HL-LHC top physics data. For
this operator a weak sensitivity of rare associated production processes (pp → tt¯γ,
pp → tt¯Z, pp → tZq) at the HL-LHC coincides with a relatively strong sensitivity of
the Higgs/EW observables.
5.8 The top-quark Yukawa coupling
The top-quark Yukawa coupling is an important parameter of the SM and merits a
dedicated discussion.
The indirect sensitivity to ctH stems from loop-induced Higgs boson decay widths
Γ(h → γγ), Γ(h → Zγ) and Γ(h → gg) that involve top-quark loops. No other
observables in Table 11 depend on ctH . In Fig. 7 the indirect bound on ctH from the
ILC Higgs data is much more stringent than the direct measurement in pp→ tt¯H at the
HL-LHC. This finding confirms the good indirect sensitivity to the Yukawa coupling
found by Ref. [37].
However, as for the other top operators, the excellent individual bounds do not
translate into a robust measurement of the top-quark Yukawa coupling. The top-quark
Yukawa contributions to the Higgs decay widths are entangled with other contributions.
The degeneracy between the different operator coefficients cannot be lifted with Higgs
and electro-weak data alone. Indeed, the global bound on the top Yukawa in a model-
independent fit is entirely dominated by the direct measurements in tt¯H production.
Before proceeding to discuss the direct measurements, we explore possible improve-
ments in the indirect constraints on top Yukawa. First, Γ(h → gg) was identified as
the most promising indirect constraint in Ref. [37]. In addition to ctH , Γ(h → gg) re-
ceives contributions from ctG and hgg contact operators. Although the former is likely
well constrained by the measurements of the top quark pair production cross section
at hadron colliders with a global limit -0.4 < ctG/Λ
2 < 0.4 [14], the degeneracy with
the hgg operator is very hard to lift [54]. On the other hand, for Γ(h → γγ) and
Γ(h→ Zγ), ctH must be separated from ctW,tB as well as cWB,BB. These operators can
perhaps be better constrained if differential analyses of tt¯X production at the LHC can
improve the bounds significantly over the precision envisaged S2 scenario.
The direct measurements of the top quark Yukawa coupling have been discussed
in some detail in Ref. [36]. The HL-LHC measurements of the tt¯H cross section yield
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a precision of 3.29% in our fit10. The precision can be further improved with tt¯h
measurements from ILC runs at high energy. The ILC must be operated at
√
s =
550 GeV to match the 3% precision of the HL-LHC in the direct extraction from the
e+e− → tt¯h channel and confirm a possible deviation from the SM. The operation of a
linear collider at 1 TeV can improve the constraint by another factor two. The analysis
in Ref. [15] shows that the extraction from the tt¯h rate at the ILC is robust when
data at 1 TeV are added to constrain the coefficients of e+e−tt¯ operators in a global fit.
The combination of all these measurements will allow to measure top-quark Yukawa
coupling with approximately 1% precision.
Finally, we note an interesting direction to constrain ctH . The operator RG mixes
with c6. But we did not need to include the running of c6 because c6 enters in only
one observable σ(Zhh) at
√
s = 500 GeV. If finite loop corrections of c6 to σ(Zh)
at
√
s = 250 GeV [34] can be considered in the future, multiple energy scales may
yield a new way to constrain the ctH ’s RG contributions. The HL-LHC Higgs pair
production [50] may even be used too. A more dedicated study is postponed to a
future work [56].
In summary, we confirm the good indirect sensitivity of the 250 GeV run to the top-
quark Yukawa coupling that was signalled by Ref. [37]. The ILC Higgs programme at
250 GeV can provide individual, single-parameter bounds on ctH that are more stringent
than those from the HL-LHC. Hence, the ILC initial stage may observe strong devia-
tions from the Standard Model predictions in the H → γγ and H → gg decay rates,
should the top-quark Yukawa coupling be affected by physics beyond the Standard
Model. However, we find that the indirect extraction of ctH from the Higgs branching
ratios is not robust in a global fit. This means that a deviation from the SM cannot
unambiguously be attributed to ctH ; the effect could be caused by another operator.
To pinpoint the new physics effect, a measurement of the associated production rate of
a Higgs boson with a top quark pair at higher energy remains necessary.
6 Summary
In this paper, we have presented a global SMEFT fit for the ILC by combining con-
tributions from Higgs/EW and top sectors. In addition to the 22 parameters of Higgs
operators and SM parameters which are complete at the lowest order [19, 51], this
10We note here that, while the extraction of the top Yukawa coupling from the tt¯h cross section is
the most robust handle on this coupling, it is by no means immune to degradation due to the presence
of other operators, as demonstrated by recent global fits [14]. Also the claim of Ref. [55] of a 1%
precision on the Yukawa coupling from the ratio of the tt¯H and tt¯Z rates must be carefully assessed
in a global environment.
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requires seven top-quark operators. They contribute to the Higgs/EW precision ob-
servables at the one-loop suppressed order compared to those of Higgs operators (except
for tree-level shifts of tt¯h and tt¯Z couplings), but they are leading contributions of top
operators. The 29-parameter fit then provides a complete and model-independent de-
scription of leading Higgs+EW+top effects on precision observables at future lepton
colliders.
The loop calculations of top effects necessarily introduce new uncertainties. The
top-loop contributions were included through the renormalization mixing with Higgs
operators. Although good proxies of full one-loop effects, the RG contributions are
only a subset of the full one-loop results11. The impact of RG effects depend on the
renormalization scale Q to which the Higgs operators will run from a common scale
Q0 where all the operators are defined. Q = max(mt, Qproc) was used as the default
choice, but the variations with respect to Q = Qproc and max(2mt, Qproc) reflect the
errors from even higher-order quantum corrections.
With this formalism, we have evaluated the prospects of the ILC in the extended
29-parameter basis, in comparison with those of the previous 22-parameter fit of Ref. [1].
We have found that the Higgs fit at ILC 250 GeV is strongly affected by the inclusion
of top effects. This result, and those of Ref. [2, 3], show that results obtained with
today’s state of the art SMEFT fits must be interpreted with care, as they may not
hold in a more complete fit12.
To mitigate the effect of the additional degrees of freedom, their contribution must
be disentangled by including precise measurements of the top quark electro-weak cou-
plings. The precision of the HL-LHC top physics program, as envisaged in the S2
scenario of Ref. [15], is sufficient to restore the precision of the physical Higgs bo-
son couplings. But it still leaves several of the underlying EFT operator coefficients
relatively poorly constrained. This implies that, even if the Higgs couplings can be
precisely determined and their deviations from SM predictions can be well detected, it
becomes harder to pinpoint the source of the deviations, should they be observed. The
projection of the EFT fit results on the physical Higgs couplings offers a set of bounds
with an intuitive physical interpretation, but can obscure potentially very important
11 While including full one-loop effects for all the relevant observables is beyond the scope of this
paper, we recognize that the important effect from the left-over finite contributions would be mainly
coming from ctB term in Γ(h → γγ), provided the prospected constraints on top operators from
HL-LHC; see details in Appendix B.2.
12As a familiar example, one can consider the well-known κ-framework to interpret Higgs boson cou-
pling measurements. Clearly, the limitations of the κ framework affect the conclusions of a benchmark
analysis in important ways: due to the assumptions inherent in the fit, it fails to acknowledge the
role of EWPO and beam polarization, to name just two examples. The importance of these aspects
becomes apparent only in a more advanced EFT approach.
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information. It is therefore important to present both sets of results – Higgs coupling
precisions and operator constraints – to fully characterize the analyzing power of the
data.
We also assess whether the Higgs/EW precision data in the initial stage at
√
s =
250 GeV can place bounds on top operators before top quark pairs are produced at the
ILC. These indirect bounds are very very competitive if only a single top operator is
considered in a fit. For example, the h → gg and h → γγ decay rates yield indirect
sensitivity on the top coupling at sub-% precision, well beyond what can be achieved
in associated tt¯h productions in all planned lepton or hadron colliders. However, these
individual bounds turn out to be not robust in the presence of other operators with
non-zero coefficients. A robust determination of top operators requires the inclusion of
e+e− → tt¯ and e+e− → tt¯h data at higher center-of-mass energy.
In the complete ILC programme, with a second energy stage at 500 GeV, a precise
characterization of the e+e− → tt¯ process provides very precise constraints on the
top operators. A combined fit on Higgs, EW and top quark precision data then over-
constrains the EFT fit, yielding robust bounds on all 29 operators and the unambiguous
identification of the origin of any deviations from the SM.
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A Typos and corrections in Ref.[1]
Ref. [1, 19] and the distributed C++ code, on which our study is based, contain several
mild typos and mistakes. We collect them in this appendix using the same notation,
and we make the corrected Mathematica code available upon request.
1. Typos in the paper [1]:
(a) Some expressions for the TGCs written in the Section 3 and Appendix of
Ref. [1] should be corrected in a right form. The amplitudes of e−R,Le
+
L,R →
W+LW
−
L are
AR = e2κA − gRgZκZ , (A.1)
AL = e2κA − gLgZκZ − g
2
W
2
. (A.2)
The κV denote the deviation of the triple gauge couplings between W
+W−
and V (= Z,A). The gW is the W boson coupling to leptons(electron and
neutrino) that is introduced only to the amplitude for e−Le
+
R through the neu-
trino exchange diagram. In the Ref. [1], the sign of the terms for gL(gR)gZκZ
is written as plus but the negative one is correct. The fits were done with
the correct sign but one term for δe in δgZ,eff was missed. By the definition
of the effective TGC ([1]),
δgZ,eff =
1
gc2w
(2∆AL −∆AR) , (A.3)
the δgZ,eff has one more term which was missed and we find
δgZ,eff = δgZ +
1
c2w
((c2w − s2w)δgL + s2wδgR − 2δgW + 2s2wδe). (A.4)
This can be checked using the fact that the TGCs are independent of
cWB,BB,WW because the ∆AR,L are also independent of them.
2. Typos in the code distributed with [1]:
(a) δgR = −c2wδg + (1 + c2w)δg′ − 12s2w cHE −
1
2
c2w(8cWW ) + c
2
w(8cWB) +
1
2
s2w
c2w
(1 +
c2w)(8cBB) : the sign of the (8cWW ) was reversed.
(b) bL =
1
(1−2s2w)
[
c2w(1− 2s2wm
2
Z
s
)(8cWW ) + 2s
2
w(1− 2s2w)m
2
Z
s
(8cWB)− s4wc2w (1− 2c
2
w
m2Z
s
)(8cBB)
]
: − 1
c2w
(1− 2c2wm
2
Z
s
)(8cBB) was used instead of the above (8cBB) term.
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(c) kh = −EZm
2
h
2k2
√
s
− E2Z/m2Z
(2+E2Z/m
2
Z)
m2h
EZ
√
s
in the Zh measurement.
: the first term was inserted as −EZm2Z
2k2
√
s
. The Z boson mass was used for the
Higgs mass.
(d) δσ(R) = 2δgR + 1.40ηZ + 1.02ηZZ + 18.6δZZ − 28.7δZAZ + 0.56ηh + · · · for
the Zhh cross section.
: 2δgL was used instead of the first term, 2δgR in the estimate of the uncer-
tainty of σ(Zhh).
(e) In the fits for “+Zh” columns in Table 5, the aL, aR parameters were inserted
in the place of bL, bR as error inputs of the Zh measurement but in ILC
250,500 fits the error inputs were used correctly.
(f) When the total cross section of e−e+ → Zh is prepared for the its error
estimate in the fits for 250+350 GeV in the fourth column of Table 6, only
left-handed one was inserted, that is right-handed one was missing.
By correcting the typos, we re-obtain the Table 2 in Ref. [1] and Table 3 in [19] in
Table 5 and 6, respectively. The impact of the typos on the Higgs precision is rather
mild while the impact on some operators is significant. Especially, the constraint on
cHE decreases significantly from the “+LHC” column as shown in Table 5 mainly due
to item 2a and the difference reduces at the ILC 500 and ILC 250+500 fits where the
influence of the LHC Higgs measurements becomes weak relatively. We also found that
the missing right-handed σ(Zh) part (item 2f) in the 250+350 GeV fit reduces the error
of the cross section to the half of the original value as shown in the “+1.5/ab 350 GeV ”
column of Table 6.
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prec. EW +WW + LHC +Zh ILC 250
rep. corr. rep. corr. rep. corr. rep. corr. rep. corr.
cT 0.011 0.011 0.051 0.051 0.051 0.051 0.048 0.049 0.052 0.050
cHE 0.043 0.043 0.026 0.026 0.085 0.026 0.047 0.024 0.055 0.025
cHL 0.042 0.042 0.035 0.035 0.035 0.035 0.032 0.03 0.039 0.030
c′HL . . 0.028 0.028 0.028 0.028 0.028 0.027 0.047 0.039
8 cWB . . 0.078 0.078 0.080 0.080 0.076 0.078 0.090 0.091
8 cBB . . . . 0.20 0.20 0.16 0.18 0.11 0.17
8 cWW . . . . 0.21 0.21 0.13 0.17 0.13 0.19
8 cH . . . . . . 1.12 1.12 1.20 0.99
prec. EW +WW + LHC +Zh ILC 500 ILC 250+500
rep. corr. rep. corr. rep. corr. rep. corr. rep. corr. rep. corr.
cT 0.011 0.011 0.046 0.046 0.047 0.047 0.041 0.041 0.037 0.041 0.030 0.036
cHE 0.043 0.043 0.015 0.015 0.077 0.015 0.040 0.014 0.01 0.01 0.009 0.008
cHL 0.042 0.042 0.030 0.030 0.030 0.030 0.027 0.018 0.016 0.015 0.013 0.012
c′HL . . 0.027 0.027 0.028 0.028 0.026 0.018 0.014 0.015 0.011 0.012
8 cWB . . 0.070 0.070 0.072 0.071 0.067 0.066 0.052 0.069 0.041 0.059
8 cBB . . . . 0.20 0.20 0.15 0.16 0.088 0.16 0.062 0.12
8 cWW . . . . 0.21 0.21 0.11 0.14 0.044 0.14 0.039 0.10
8 cH . . . . . . 4.8 2.2 1.2 1.2 0.65 0.68
Table 5. The corrected 1 σ constraints on the EFT coefficients in %, which can be compared
with Table 2 of Ref.[1]. The “rep.” columns present the numbers we reproduce for the results
of [1] with typos; they are same. The “corr.” columns give the corrected results.
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2/ab w. pol. 2/ab 350 GeV 5/ab no. pol. + 1.5/ab 350 GeV full ILC
rep. corr. rep. corr. rep. corr. rep. corr. rep. corr.
g(hbb¯) 1.04 0.98 1.08 1.04 0.98 0.92 0.66 0.66 0.55 0.56
g(hcc¯) 1.79 1.75 2.27 2.25 1.42 1.38 1.15 1.15 1.09 1.10
g(hgg) 1.60 1.56 1.65 1.63 1.31 1.26 0.99 0.99 0.89 0.90
g(hWW ) 0.65 0.54 0.56 0.50 0.80 0.73 0.42 0.42 0.34 0.36
g(hτ τ¯) 1.17 1.11 1.35 1.31 1.06 1.00 0.75 0.75 0.71 0.73
g(hZZ) 0.66 0.55 0.57 0.51 0.80 0.73 0.42 0.42 0.34 0.37
g(hγγ) 1.21 1.12 1.15 1.11 1.26 1.19 1.04 1.04 1.01 1.01
g(hµµ) 5.53 5.51 5.71 5.70 5.10 5.08 4.87 4.87 4.95 4.95
g(hbb¯)/g(hWW ) 0.82 0.82 0.90 0.90 0.58 0.58 0.51 0.51 0.43 0.43
g(hWW )/g(hZZ) 0.07 0.07 0.06 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.06 0.07 0 0.05 0.06
Γh 2.38 2.25 2.50 2.38 2.11 2.01 1.49 1.49 1.50 1.54
σ(e−e+ → Zh) 0.70 0.70 0.77 0.75 0.50 0.49 0.22 0.44 0.61 0.61
BR(h→ inv) 0.30 0.30 0.56 0.56 0.30 0.30 0.27 0.27 0.28 0.28
BR(h→ other) 1.50 1.51 1.63 1.60 1.09 1.09 0.94 0.94 1.15 1.16
Table 6. The corrected Higgs coupling precision in %, which can be compared with Table 3
of Ref.[19]. The “rep.” columns present the numbers we reproduce for the results of [1] with
typos; they are same. The “corr.” columns give the corrected results.
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B Comparison with Ref.[2, 3]
Both our work and Ref. [2, 3] perform global-fit analyses for the combined Higgs, EW
and top precision at future electron-positron colliders. They have notable differences,
which are discussed and compared in this appendix.
Above all, we focus on the projection of linear lepton colliders (using ILC inputs)
while [2, 3] on circular colliders; some of the linear versus circular colliders are also
presented in Section 5.3. In addition to well-known differences of linear versus circular
colliders, we use upgraded direct-top constraints from the 10-parameter fit at the HL-
LHC S2 stage [15], which yields O(1)-factor stronger constraints on top operators than
the HL-LHC inputs used in [2, 3]. The upgraded results were not yet available at the
time Durieux et al. performed their study.
In the rest of this appendix, starting from different operator choices and assump-
tions, we discuss important differences in computing the contributions of top operators.
B.1 Operator choice
Although a quite general set of Higgs and top operators were used in both works,
different assumptions were made to reduce the number of independent operators in
global-fit analyses. They do not induce significant differences in numerical results, but
it is worth collecting them here.
On Higgs operators, Ref. [2, 3] insisted the universality of the theory and perfect
EWPO, while we do not. For the universality introduced in [31], they replaced the light
fermion operators like OHE,HL and O′HL with OW and OB using equations of motion.
In addition, for the perfect EWPO, they fixed the values of cHWB,HD required to make
the oblique parameters, S and T , vanish. These Wilson coefficients are replaced by
top operator contributions to adjust the oblique parameters to be zero. However, we
include cHE,HL,HL′ and our counterparts of cHWB,HD (cWB,T as in Eq. (E.3)) and let
them vary freely in the global fit by including the EWPO data.
As for top operators, Ref. [2, 3] removed one combination of O(1)Hq and O(3)Hq by
assuming that the measurement of the Zb¯b coupling is perfect. Moreover, they ignored
OHtb since its contributions are suppressed by the bottom Yukawa coupling; one ex-
ception could be its contribution to c˙bH in Eq. (E.5), but this running is not relevant
to our work. On the other hand, we have included all of them, O(1)Hq,O(3)Hq and OHtb, as
well as the Zb¯b measurement through the work of Ref. [15].
Another difference is on the treatment of the hgg vertex. Although they included
both OtG = (Q¯σµνTAt)Φ˜GAµν + h.c. and OGG = (Φ†Φ)GAµνGAµν which contribute to
the hgg vertex, we use cgH to describe all those effects collectively as the hgg contact
interaction, as discussed in Section 3.1 and in Ref. [1]. OtG will indeed be well con-
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strained by LHC tt¯ measurements, as was also assumed in [15] from which we take our
direct-top data; see also Section 5.8.
B.2 Finite versus log effects of top quarks
Another important difference is the way to compute the contributions of top operators.
Our work accounts for the logarithmic terms of top-loop effects, computed by the RG
evolutions of Higgs operators. Ref. [2, 3] computed one-loop diagrams by top operators
instead, which then includes log-terms (captured also in our RG calculation) as well as
non-log finite terms of the loop diagrams. On the other hand, our power counting rule
allows us to include two-loop top effects in δΓ(h→ γγ, Zγ) (see Section 3.4) which were
not added in [2, 3]. We assess the numerical impact of finite terms and higher-order
terms in Appendix B.2 and B.3, respectively.
The log and finite terms of top-loop effects on several Higgs observables can be
extracted from Table 14 of [3]. The finite terms are obtained from the results with RG
scale µEFT = mh, where all log terms with log µEFT/mh vanish. The log terms then
can be obtained from the subtraction of two results with µEFT = mh and 1 TeV since
finite terms are independent on the RG scales. The extracted results are tabulated in
the second and third lines in Table 7.
Also listed in the Table are our results of log terms. For the comparison, our
calculation must be corrected to account for on-shell mass renormalization and ignored
higher-order terms. The former affects δΓ(h → bb¯, ll¯) and the latter affects loop-
induced δΓ(h→ γγ, Zγ) as
δΓ(h→ bb¯) = −1
2
cH + 2cbH + · · · , (B.1a)
δΓ(h→ ll¯) = −1
2
cH + 2clH + · · · , (B.1b)
δΓ(h→ γγ) = 528 δZA, (B.1c)
δΓ(h→ Zγ) = 290 δZAZ , (B.1d)
where · · · denotes the variation of SM parameters δv and δλ¯, not relevant to the
comparison of top contributions in this appendix. Another piece to correct is to add
the running of Yukawa operators cbH and clH , according to Eq. (E.5) and
c˙lH = 2NcytcH − 4Nc(y2t + y2b )c(3)Hq + 4NcytybcHtb. (B.2)
The corrected log terms are shown in the first line of Table 7. Our corrected log terms
and those of [3] agree well, as it should be.
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channel OHt O(1)Hq O(3)Hq OHtb OtW OtB OtH
h→ bb Our log(B.1) 0 0.04 1.91 -7.90 -0.62 0 0.48
log-term([3]) 0 0.04 2.08 -7.05 -0.62 0 0.47
finite-term([3]) 0 0.04 -0.18 -1.13 -0.28 0 -0.18
h→ ll Our log(B.1) 0 0 0.94 -0.03 0 0 0.95
log-term([3]) 0 0 0.94 -0.03 0 0 0.95
finite-term([3]) 0 0 -0.04 -0.00 0 0 -0.27
h→ γγ Our log(B.1) 0 0 0 0 200.9 366.2 0
log-term([3]) 0 0 0 0 187.9 350.8 0
finite-term([3]) 0 0 0 0 -73.3 -136.8 3.45*
h→ Zγ Our log(B.1) 0 0 0 0 119.3 -20.9 0
log-term([3]) 0 0 0 0 117.1 -16.7 0
finite-term([3]) 1.77* 1.80* -1.74* 0 -45.8 6.97 0.72*
Table 7. The comparison of log versus finite terms of top-loop contributions in the deviations
of the Higgs decay widths. The coefficient of each top operator contribution is shown in %
with 1/(1 TeV)2 instead of 1/v2 normalization. The first line “Our log” shows the RG-
running contributions of Higgs operators (induced by top operators) calculated in this work
and corrected as in Eq. (B.1) to be compared with [3]. The second and third lines show the
log and finite terms computed in [3]. The finite terms are not added in our work. The impact
of finite terms is numerically explored in Fig. 8. The starred(*) numbers are not relevant to
the comparison (but shown for completeness) as they are from the tree-level shifts of Zt¯t and
top Yukawa couplings, without log counterparts. Q = mh.
Remarkably, Table 7 shows that finite terms are usually smaller than or, at most,
the same order as the log terms. All non-zero entries of finite terms are also generated
by log terms (the starred entries of finite terms are included in our work too, as they
are generated by tree-level shift of top couplings). Thus, it is reasonable to expect that
RG results are good proxies of loop effects.
Finite terms could induce O(1) uncertainties in our global-fit results without finite
terms. Figure 8 explores this by adding all finite terms extracted in Table 7 to our
analyses, albeit not full effects of finite terms. First of all, the Higgs coupling precision
is worsened by O(1) at the ILC 250, but becomes robust against finite terms at the
ILC 500. On the other hand, operator constraints are robust initially at the ILC 250
but become affected by O(1) at the ILC 500. Notably, adding finite terms could im-
prove some operator constraints (while usually worsening the Higgs coupling precision).
As stronger dataset become available, Higgs couplings may be better measured semi-
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Figure 8. The effects of finite terms of top-loop diagrams on the Higgs coupling precision
(upper panel) and operator constraints (lower) at the ILC 250 (yellow) and 500 stage (blue).
For each case, two bars are shown: the first bar is just our full result that does not include the
finite terms, while the second bar includes all the finite terms in Table 7. Also marked in the
second bar is the result obtained with only finite terms proportional to ctB in δΓ(h→ γγ).
directly while operator constraints may become sensitive enough to feel extra finite
terms. Lastly, also marked in Fig. 8 are the results with only finite terms proportional
to ctB added to δΓ(h → γγ). The ctB was expected to be influential as it is relatively
weakly constrained while RG-mixing strongly with cWB,BB (Section 5.2). Indeed, ctB
finite terms seem to cause major impact among finite-term effects.
B.3 Higher-order effects of top quarks
For δΓ(h→ γγ, Zγ), Higgs operators contribute either through the tree-level renormal-
ization of SM expressions (hence, cH,T at absolute one-loop) or through the tree-level
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channel OHt O(1)Hq O(3)Hq OHtb OtW OtB OtH
h→ γγ Our full 0 0 1.05 -0.03 28.07 51.24 -0.57
Without higher-order 0 0 0 0 28.02 51.05 -0.57
h→ Zγ Our full -0.71 0.14 2.26 -0.07 16.62 -2.79 -0.11
Without higher-order -0.29 -0.29 0.29 0 16.64 -2.93 -0.11
Table 8. The higher-order (two-loop) contributions of top quarks in the loop-induced Higgs
decay widths. The coefficient of each top operator contribution is shown in absolute value
with 1/v2 normalization. Although two-loop originated, they are only one-loop suppressed
compared to the SM contributions. The first line “Our full” shows the full results of this
work including such higher-order effects while the second line without them. The higher-
order effects were ignored in [2, 3]. The impact of higher-order effects is numerically explored
in Fig. 9. Q = max(mt, Qproc).
contact interaction of hγγ and hZγ (hence, cWW,WB,BB at absolute tree-level). Since
those widths are one-loop induced in the SM, our power counting insists on including
absolute two-loop top-quark corrections. On the other hand, Ref. [2, 3] considered only
absolute one-loop top corrections. To estimate their impact, the higher-order terms of
top operators are extracted from our calculation and tabulated in Table 8.
Table 8 shows that largest higher-order effects come from cHt,Hq1,Hq3 which renor-
malize cH and cT . Although these two-loop effects are smaller than the one-loop effects
of ctW,tB renormalizing the tree-level contact interactions induced by cWW,WB,BB
13, these
O(0.1−1) terms are not small compared to most entries of top contributions in Table 11
(actually larger than most entries). This is consistent with an underlying logic of our
power counting rule that the relative order matters. Moreover, higher-order effects can
be leading contributions, e.g. for O(3)Hq and OHtb in δΓ(h→ γγ, Zγ).
Figure 9 shows the impact of higher-order terms by comparing the global-fit results
with and without higher-order terms in Table 8. The results with higher-order terms
are our full global-fit results. Compared to Fig. 8, higher-order effects are somewhat
smaller in general (Higgs coupling precision in particular), partly because only two
observables are modified by higher-order effects. But still, as stronger dataset becomes
available, g(hZγ) precision and several operator constraints become sensitive to higher-
order terms and change by O(1).
13Small higher-order effects proportional to ctW,tB are from the renormalization of SM parameters
such as δe and δmW . As an aside, cHtb terms are small proportional to yb, and OtH does not RG mix
in our work.
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Figure 9. The effects of higher-order (two-loop) top contributions on the Higgs coupling
precision (upper panel) and operator constraints (lower) at the ILC 250 (yellow) and 500
stage (blue). For each case, two bars are shown: the first bar is just our full result that
includes the higher-order terms, while the second bar does not. Such top contributions are
tabulated in Table 8.
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C Results with different renormalization scale Q
Loop calculations necessarily involve the uncertainty due to the choice of the RG scale
Q. We have chosen Q = max(mt, Qproc) in the main text, but also introduced other
choices Q = max(2mt, Qproc) and Q = Qproc in Section 3.5. In Fig. 10, we compare
global-fit results with those three choices of Q.
First of all, the variations of the Higgs coupling precision and operator constraints
are ∼ O(10%) at the ILC 250 with LHC Run 2. But stronger direct-top constraints
from HL-LHC S2 make this variation from top effects smaller. One can expect that at
the ILC 500, even though there will be more multiple scales, stronger direct-top data
may not significantly increase the variation. These are the uncertainties in our results
due to the choice of Q. In principle, this size of uncertainty is inevitable in perturbative
calculations which can only be reduced by carrying out even higher-order calculations.
More interestingly, Higgs coupling precision is most robust against the addition
of top-quark effects when Q = max(2mt, Qproc) is used. This is already discussed in
Section 5.2 as the main reason why Higgs coupling precision at the ILC can be robust
against top effects; the more number of common scales in the fit observables, the better
can Higgs couplings be semi-directly measured.
On the other hand, the very many common scales may harm operator constraints
since top RG effects can only be discerned from multiple energy scales. Figure 10 indeed
shows that operator constraints vary somewhat more than Higgs coupling precision.
But notably, operator constraints also become most robust when Q = max(2mt, Qproc),
which provides more numbers of common energy scales 2mt so that RG effects are
expected to be harder to discern. This is partly because 2mt is closer to Q0 = 1 TeV
from which we RG evolve operators, so that RG effects with Q = max(2mt, Qproc) are
smaller than with other choices of Q.
Lastly, Fig. 11 (compared with Fig. 4) shows that the beam polarization becomes
more important with Q = Qproc than with other choices. As discussed in Section 5.3,
it is because more various energy scales are involved so that the beam polarization
can efficiently double the number of independent observables, disentangling the Higgs
and top operators. Also, finite terms and higher-order effects may not be described by
a small number of c˜i combinations (introduced in Section 5.2), which then make the
beam polarization more useful.
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Figure 10. Global-fit results with various choice of Q = Qproc, max(mt, Qproc) and
max(2mt, Qproc) at the ILC 250 stage.
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Figure 11. Same as Fig. 4 but with Q = Qproc. Not only the variations due to top effects
become larger, but also the impact of beam polarization becomes more visible.
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D The Q0 scale dependence
As introduced in Section 3.5, the Q0 is a reference scale (different from the RG scale
Q) at which we renormalize operators and express their constraints. This is arbitrary
in the viewpoint of numerical analyses although this can be related to the new physics
scale or the matching scale of the SMEFT. Numerically, our final results must not
depend on the choice of Q0; unlike the case of Q, no inevitable numerical uncertainties
are generated. This must imply one property of the covariance matrix: it should change
with Q0 in such a way to compensate the RG evolutions of Higgs operators. We detail
this in Appendix D.1 and D.2, and apply this to understand the connection of cT (Q0)
and oblique parameters in Appendix D.3.
D.1 The running of the covariance matrix
The measurements involved in our global fits are performed at various energy scales.
Theory predictions are written in terms of the Wilson coefficients renormalized at Q0.
The fit results then represent the constraints on the operator coefficients at Q0. If we
change the Q0 to Q
′
0, the constraints change as shown in Fig. 12.
As discussed in Section 5.1, the covariance matrix CovIJ(Q0) encodes the RG evo-
lutions of operators from Q0 to the RG scales of observables. It also changes with Q0
in such a way to leave the total χ2 of the global fit unchanged
χ2 =
∑
I,J
cI(Q0) Cov−1IJ (Q0) cJ(Q0) =
∑
I,J
cI(Q
′
0) Cov−1IJ (Q′0) cJ(Q′0). (D.1)
The Wilson coefficients cI(Q0) RG evolve as
cI(Q
′
0) =
(
ci(Q
′
0)
cj(Q
′
0)
)
=
(
1ii′ γij′ log(Q
′
0/Q0)
0 1jj′
)(
ci′(Q0)
cj′(Q0)
)
≡ ΓIJ(Q′0/Q0) cJ(Q0),
(D.2)
where the upper(lower) components ci(cj) denote the coefficients of Higgs(top) oper-
ators and I, J denote the indices i, j collectively. The block diagonal form of ΓIJ is
from our scheme where only the RG evolutions of Higgs operators by top operators are
considered. Thus, the covariance matrix must evolve as
Cov(Q′0) = Γ(Q′0/Q0) Cov(Q0) Γ(Q′0/Q0)T . (D.3)
Again, this evolution ensures that global-fit results obtained with different Q0 are phys-
ically equivalent (same χ2), and one result can be obtained from the other through the
evolution of the covariance matrix.
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Figure 12. The comparison of global fits performed with Q0 = mh and 1 TeV. The two
result are equivalent because one of them can be obtained by the other via the RG evolution
of the covariance matrix. It also shows that OT runs most quickly due to top operators.
As an aside, we mention properties of the evolution of covariance matrix. Note that
Γ−1(Q/Q′) = Γ(Q′/Q) and Γ(Q′′/Q′)Γ(Q′/Q) = Γ(Q′′/Q) make the evolution similar
to (RG-)logarithmic. The diagonal component of the covariance matrix CovII is an
error of a corresponding Wilson coefficient, and the off-diagonal element CovIJ is the
error correlation between cI and cJ . These components evolve as
CovII(Q′0) = CovII(Q0) +
∑
J
2γIJ log(Q
′
0/Q0)CovIJ(Q0) (D.4)
+
∑
J
(γIJ log(Q
′
0/Q0))
2CovJJ(Q0).
For coefficients that do not RG evolve by top operators, the equation reduces to
CovII(Q0) = CovII(Q′0). Thus their constraints do not change with Q0. Examples
include the constraints on top operators and c3W as shown in Fig. 12.
D.2 The Q0 independence of the uncertainty of observables
The evolution of the covariance matrix also ensures that the (physical) results defined at
certain Qproc (such as Higgs coupling precision and oblique parameters) are independent
on Q0. Start from the theory prediction of the deviations of the observable δO defined
at Q
δO(Q) =
∑
I
aI(Q) cI(Q) =
∑
I,J
aI(Q)ΓIJ(Q/Q0) cJ(Q0) =
∑
J
aJ(Q0) cJ(Q0), (D.5)
where aI is the constant multiplied in front of each Wilson coefficient cI , i.e. numbers
collected in Table 10 and 11. This determines the rule for the transformation of aI
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αS αT
ILC 250+500 without top operators 0.0189 % 0.0175 %
With top operators (indirect-only) 0.0268 % 0.0177 %
+ HL-LHC S2 0.0201 % 0.0175 %
+ ILC 500 direct-top 0.0189 % 0.0175 %
Table 9. Global-fit constraints on the oblique parameters, αS and αT in Eq. (D.8). They
are defined at Qproc = mZ , hence top-quark effects are evaluated at Q = max(mt,mZ) = mt.
Any choice of Q0 yields the same results.
with the energy scale. Given the covariance matrix from a global fit, one can calculate
the error of the observable O contributed from EFT operators as
σ2O =
〈
δO2〉 = ∑
I,J
aI(Q)CovIJ(Q)aJ(Q) (D.6)
=
∑
I,J,K,L
aI(Q)ΓIK(Q/Q0) CovKL(Q0) ΓJL(Q/Q0)aJ(Q)
=
∑
I,J
aI(Q0)CovIJ(Q0)aJ(Q0).
The second line follows from the matrix relation in Eq. (D.3). This proves that the
error of a physical observable contributed from EFT coefficients is independent on our
choice of Q0.
D.3 The interpretation of the Q0 dependence - Oblique parameters
We turn to discuss one interesting Q0 dependence, which provides another example of
how to think of Q0. Figure 12 shows that the constraint on cT varies significantly with
Q0, because cT receives a large anomalous dimension from top operators. As a result,
its constraint is much weaker at higher Q0 scales. Since cT is closely related to the T
parameter that signals the breaking of the custodial symmetry, does this mean that
the custodial symmetry can be broken seriously at high energy? Not necessarily.
We detail these by explicitly checking that our global fit successfully impose the
small breaking of the custodial symmetry at low energy ∼ mZ (irrespective of Q0) even
though we do not directly use small T as an input data. The expressions of oblique
parameters can be read from the expressions of well-measured electroweak precision
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observables, Z-pole s∗ and m2W/m
2
Z , [1]
m2W/m
2
Z = c
2
0 +
c20
c20 − s20
(
c20 cT − 2s20(c′HL + 8cWB)
)
,
s2∗ = s
2
0 +
s20
c20 − s20
(
c′HL + 8cWB − c20cT
) − 1
2
cHE − s20(cHL − cHE), (D.7)
as (generalized from [1])
αS = 4s20 (8cWB + c
′
HL) + 4
(
−1
2
+ s20
)
cHE − 4s20cHL,
α T = cT − c
2
0 − s20
c20
cHE − 2s
2
0
c20
cHL. (D.8)
These are Z-pole observables, hence defined at Qproc = mZ . The expressions are
consistent with the oblique parameters, Sˆ and Tˆ , defined in the universal limit [31]
Sˆ ≡ α
4s20
S = g2(
1
gg′
CHWB +
1
4
CHJW +
1
4
CHJB), (D.9)
Tˆ ≡ αT = −1
2
CHD +
g′ 2
2
CHJB, (D.10)
because our operators correspond to the bosonic currents in the universal theory
c′HL →
g2
4
CHJW , cHL → g
′ 2
2
Yl CHJB, cHE → g
′ 2
2
YeCHJB, (D.11)
where Yl, e are the hypercharges of the L and e, respectively.
Using these, we numerically evaluate the global-fit constraints on αS and αT in
Table 9. Whether top operators are added or not, they are indeed constrained to
be small for all benchmark scenarios. Top-quark effects on oblique parameters are
particularly small once direct-top constraints are included. The oblique parameters
are defined at Qproc = mZ , while top-quark effects are decoupled below mt so that
Q = max(mt,mZ) = mt is used. Thus, (we checked that) these results remain true
and same for any value of Q0, again because the constraints on physical observables
are independent on Q0. The Q0-independence implies that the custodial symmetry is
well preserved at low energy regardless of cT constraints at high Q0.
What about the custodial symmetry at high energy scales (where cT is weakly
constrained)? First of all, cT (at high Q0) does not necessarily correspond to the T
parameter. Eq. (D.8) shows that there can be other contributions to EW precision
observables because our operator set is not assumed to be oblique or universal. At
high energy scales, the meaning of T becomes more subtle too. One main reason is
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that the S, T, U description is valid at low energy, as this is the Taylor expansion of
self-energy corrections in powers of energy scale [29]. Also, the RG evolution itself
generates the non-universal effects which cannot be absorbed into the parameters of
universal theories [57]. It is expected that the non-universal effects interfere with the
universal ones, making the meaning of T ambiguous. Therefore, the poor constraint on
cT at high Q0 does not necessarily mean the large breaking of the custodial symmetry
at those high scales, nor at low scales.
E RG evolution with bottom operators and their impact
Our main discussion focuses on the Higgs and top operators. But many new physics
models accompany bottom operators together with top operators. The following 3
‘bottom’ operators are relevant to us (in addition to the bottom Yukawa operator ObH
that is already added)
OHb = (Φ†i←→D µΦ)(b¯γµb),
ObW = (Q¯τaσµνb)ΦW aµν , (E.1)
ObB = (Q¯σµνb)ΦBµν ,
with the Lagrangian
∆Lbottom = cHb
v2
OHb + cbW
v2
ObW + cbB
v2
ObB. (E.2)
These operators are relevant in direct-top and -bottom observables at tree-level as well
as Higgs + EW observables at one-loop. The tree-level effects on direct-top constraints
are already taken into account in [15], from which we take our direct-top constraints.
The RG equations of dimension-6 operators are given in [39, 41–43]. Their Warsaw-
basis operators can be converted to ours following the rule
cH = −2cH + 1
2
cHD, cT = −12cHD, −
λ
v2
c6 =
1
v2
cHH ,
g2
m2W
cWW =
1
v2
cHW ,
g′2
m2W
cBB =
1
v2
cHB,
2gg′
m2W
cWB =
1
v2
cHWB,
1
v2
cHL =
1
v2
c
(1)
Hl ,
1
v2
c′HL =
1
v2
c
(3)
Hl ,
1
v2
cHE =
1
v2
cHe, (E.3)
where operators on the right-hand side are the operators in [41] and on the left-hand
side are ours; to avoid confusion, we use cHH instead of cH on the right-hand side. We
keep only top contributions to Higgs operators. Keeping terms of orderO(g, g′, yt, yb)2,
we already showed all the needed top-operator contributions in Section 3.5. In addition,
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for completeness, we show the RG equations of c6 and cbH as well as additional bottom
contributions to Higgs operators
c˙6 = −1
λ
[
(8λytNc − 8y3tNc)ctH + (−16λy2tNc +
16
3
λg2)c
(3)
Hq + 16λytybNccHtb
]
,(E.4)
c˙bH = yt(2Nc − 3)ctH +
(
(−4Nc + 6)y2t − 2g21 + 43g22Nc + 12λ
)
c
(3)
Hq
+ (−2g21 + 4λ)c(1)Hq + (−2y3t + 3g22yt − 4λyt)/ybcHtb + (−6g2yt)ctW . (E.5)
The RG effect on cbH does not vanish in the limit yb → 0 but is rather enhanced by
yt/yb.
The bottom-operator RG contributions are (in addition to the top contributions
in Section 3.5)
c˙H = 0, (E.6)
c˙T = −(4Ncy2b +
8
3
g′2YhYdNc) cHb, (E.7)
c˙WW = −1
2
gNc (yb cbW ), (E.8)
c˙BB = − 1
t2W
g′Nc(yb(Yq + Yd) cbB), (E.9)
c˙WB =
1
8tW
(−2gNcyb cbB − 4g′(Yq + Yd)ybNc cbW ), (E.10)
c˙HL =
1
2
Ylg
′2(
8
3
YdNc cHb), (E.11)
c˙′HL = 0, (E.12)
c˙HE =
1
2
Yeg
′2(
8
3
YdNc cHb). (E.13)
Figure 13 compares the global-fit results with and without the bottom operators.
The bottom operators are well constrained by HL-LHC data, which include direct-
bottom productions from Z → bb¯ and single-top productions [15]. Their RG effects are
also often suppressed by small yb. After all, the impact of bottom operators are almost
invisible. We can safely ignore bottom operators assuming that direct-top and bottom
data can constrain them well.
F Observables in terms of operators
We collect numerical expressions of observables in terms of operator coefficients in
Table 10 (Higgs operator), Table 11 (top-operators renormalized at Q0 = 1 TeV), and
Table 12 (SM parameters and the Higgs mass, although δmh is already rewritten in
terms of other parameters in the tables).
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T HE HL HL ' 3W WB BB WW H tH Hq (1)Hq (3) Ht Htb tW tB Hb bB bW
w/ bottom-op
w/o bottom-op w/ bottom-opw/o bottom-op
10-5
10-4
10-3
10-2
10-1
100 Top & Bottom fits
HL-LHC + ILC 250 HL-LHC + ILC 250+500
Figure 13. The global-fit 1σ constraints with (dark) and without (light) the bottom op-
erators in Eq. (E.1) added to our work. The changes due to bottom operators are almost
invisible.
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Higgs Operators
Observables cT cHE cHL c
′
HL c3W cWB cBB cWW cH
δα−1 0 0 0 0 0 3.704 -1.852 -1.852 0
δGF 0 0 0 2.0 0 0 0 0 0
δAl 0 14.37 12.39 12.39 0 -53.23 -22.95 76.18 0
δmW 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4.0 0
δmZ -0.5 0 0 0 0 1.852 0.279 3.074 0
δmh 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -0.5
δΓl -0.5 -1.84 2.14 2.14 0 4.97 0.58 10.06 0
δΓW 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 0
δΓZ -0.5 0 0 0 0 5.03 0.61 9.97 0
δgZ eff 0 -0.651 1.301 -1.301 0 0 0 0 0
δκAeff 0 1.160 1 -1 0 0 0 0 0
δλAeff 0 0 0 0 -2.526 0 0 0 0
aL(250) -1.706 0 14.0 14.0 0 0.7618 -0.9244 12.71 0.0655
aR(250) -1.706 -16.23 0 0 0 8.762 2.525 1.264 0.0655
bL(250) 0 0 0 0 0 0.4928 -0.827 10.74 0
bR(250) 0 0 0 0 0 7.428 2.164 0.8179 0
aL(500) -1.65 0 55.99 55.99 0 0.556 -0.955 12.37 -0.412
aR(500) -1.65 -64.93 0 0 0 8.556 2.494 0.923 -0.412
bL(500) 0 0 0 0 0 0.123 -0.986 11.27 0
bR(500) 0 0 0 0 0 7.857 2.349 0.205 0
δσ(νν¯h, 250) 0 0 -0.37 -4.03 0 0 0 15.84 0.85
δσ(νν¯h, 500) 0 0 -0.19 -6.61 0 0 0 17.48 -0.4
δΓ(h→ WW ∗) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -24.08 -7.8
δΓ(h→ ZZ∗) 2.31 0 0 0 0 -14.07 -2.293 -21.43 -8.8
δΓ(h→ γγ) 0 0 0 0 0 -1963 981.6 976.4 -3.1
δΓ(h→ Zγ) 3.25 0 0 0 0 -695.8 -294.2 966.6 -5.8
δΓ(h→ ff¯) = 1− 1.5 cH + 2 cfH (f = b, c, µ, τ), δΓ(h→ gg) = 1− 1.5 cH + 2 cgH
δσ(Zhh, L) -10.67 0 112.0 112.0 0 22.17 -15.14 240.4 -2.19
δσ(Zhh,R) -10.67 -129.8 0 0 0 164.3 46.14 36.99 -2.19
δσ(Zhh, U) -10.67 -55.34 64.27 64.27 0 82.76 10.98 153.7 -2.19
Table 10. Tree-level contributions of Higgs operators to the observables that we use. The
numbers agree with [1] and are presented in absolute values not in %. They are understood
as follow: for example, δα−1 = −1.852cWW + 3.704cWB − 1.852cBB + (top-RG effects in
Table 11) + (SM parameters in Table 12).
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Top operators (Q0 = 1 TeV)
Observables ctH c
(1)
HQ c
(3)
HQ cHt cHtb ctW ctB
δα−1 0 0 0 0 0 -0.0531 -0.0967
δGF 0 0 -0.0187 0 0 0 0
δAl 0 0.0386 -0.116 0.0773 0 1.3 -0.228
δmW 0 0 0 0 0 0.043 0
δmZ 0 -0.0668 0 0.0639 0.0016 0.0164 -0.009
δmh 0 0 0.169 0 -0.0049 0 0
δΓl 0 -0.0682 -0.02 0.061 0.0016 0.0636 -0.0296
δΓW 0 0 0 0 0 0.129 0
δΓZ 0 -0.0668 0 0.0639 0.0016 0.0621 -0.0293
δgZeff (250) 0 0 0.0096 0 0 0 0
δκAeff (250) 0 0.0025 0.0074 0.0049 0 0 0
δgZeff (500) 0 0 0.0048 0 0 0 0
δκAeff (500) 0 0.0012 0.0037 0.0025 0 0 0
aL(250) 0 -0.189 -0.161 0.212 0.0066 0.107 -0.0324
aR(250) 0 -0.224 -0.0577 0.143 0.0066 -0.0464 -0.0053
bL(250) 0 0 0 0 0 0.0877 -0.0251
bR(250) 0 0 0 0 0 -0.0456 -0.0017
aL(500) 0 -0.119 -0.17 0.175 0.0023 0.0635 -0.0216
aR(500) 0 -0.188 0.0372 0.0373 0.0023 -0.0134 -0.008
bL(500) 0 0 0 0 0 0.0474 -0.0132
bR(500) 0 0 0 0 0 -0.0269 -0.0001
δσ(νν¯h, 250) 0 -0.0003 -0.329 -0.0005 0.0104 0.156 0
δσ(νν¯h, 500) 0 -0.0001 -0.045 -0.0001 0.002 0.156 0
δΓ(h→ WW ∗) 0 0 2.64 0 -0.0766 -0.259 0
δΓ(h→ ZZ∗) 0 0.308 2.98 -0.295 -0.0939 -0.104 0.0629
δΓ(h→ γγ) -0.565* 0 1.05 0 -0.0304 28.1 51.2
δΓ(h→ Zγ) -0.114* 0.141 2.26 -0.709 -0.0676 16.6 -2.79
δΓ(h→ gg) 2* 0 0.508 0 -0.0147 0 0
δΓ(h→ ff¯) 0 0 0.508 0 -0.0147 0 0
δσ(Zhh, L) 0 -1.06 -0.643 1.14 0.0337 1.08 -0.354
δσ(Zhh,R) 0 -1.20 -0.229 0.864 0.0337 -0.291 -0.114
δσ(Zhh, U) 0 -1.12 -0.466 1.02 0.0337 0.493 -0.251
Table 11. Contributions from top operators, written in terms of Wilson coefficients renor-
malized at Q0 = 1 TeV. The default RG scale Q = max(mt, Qproc) is used. The OtH con-
tributions to δΓ(h → γγ, Zγ, gg) marked with (∗) are from the tree-level shift of the top
Yukawa discussed in Section 3.6.
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SM parameters
Observalbles δg δg′ δv δλ¯ δmh
δα−1 -0.463 -1.54 0 0 0
δGF 0 0 -2. 0 0
δAl 19. -19. 0 0 0
δmW 1. 0 1. 0 0
δmZ 0.768 0.232 1. 0 0
δmh 0 0 1. 0.5 1
δΓl 2.51 0.485 1. 0 0
δΓW 3. 0 1. 0 0
δΓZ 2.68 0.318 1. 0 0
δgZ eff 0 0 0 0 0
δκAeff 0 0 0 0 0
δλAeff 0 0 0 0 0
aL(250) 3.18 -0.767 -0.720 -0.566 -1.13
aR(250) 0.316 2.10 -0.72 -0.566 -1.13
bL(250) 0 0 0 0 0
bR(250) 0 0 0 0 0
aL(500) 3.09 -0.793 0.125 -0.088 -0.175
aR(500) 0.231 2.07 0.125 -0.088 -0.175
bL(500) 0 0 0 0 0
bR(500) 0 0 0 0 0
δσ(νν¯h, 250) 4.40 0 -5.30 -1.85 -3.70
δσ(νν¯h, 500) 5.15 0 -2.05 -0.60 -1.20
δΓ(h→ WW ∗) -4.52 0 2.96 6.80 13.6
δΓ(h→ ZZ∗) -4.37 -1.89 2.98 7.80 15.6
δΓ(h→ γγ) -0.374 3.07 0.9 2.10 4.20
δΓ(h→ Zγ) -5.61 3.11 1.10 4.80 9.60
δΓ(h→ gg) 0 0 1 0.5 1
δΓ(h→ ff¯) 0 0 -1 0.5 1
δσ(Zhh, L) 10.6 -0.257 1.56 -1.39 -3.90
δσ(Zhh,R) 4.87 5.47 1.56 -1.39 -3.90
δσ(Zhh, U) 8.16 2.18 1.56 -1.39 -3.90
Table 12. Contributions from SM parameters δg, δg′, δv, δλ¯. And the contributions through
δmh are also shown although they are already rewritten in terms of other parameters in
Table 12, 11, and 10.
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G Numerical results
We tabulate numerical values for the the figures in Section 5: Table 13 (Higgs couplings)
and Table 14 (EFT coefficients).
ILC 250 ILC 250 + 500
w/o top w/ top w/o top w/ top
top data - LHC Run 2 HL-LHC S2 - - HL-LHC S2 ILC 500
hbb 0.94 1.02 0.95 0.55 1.85 0.56 0.55
hcc 1.73 1.77 1.73 1.10 2.08 1.10 1.10
hττ 1.08 1.15 1.08 0.71 1.90 0.72 0.71
hWW 0.48 0.62 0.49 0.35 1.81 0.36 0.35
hZZ 0.48 0.62 0.49 0.35 1.70 0.35 0.35
hγγ 1.08 1.15 1.09 1.00 1.97 1.00 1.00
hgg 1.54 1.59 1.54 0.90 1.98 0.90 0.90
hµµ 3.95 3.97 3.95 3.71 4.09 3.71 3.71
hZγ 9.04 9.11 9.07 6.37 10.40 6.62 6.37
Γinv 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.28 0.28 0.28 0.28
Γother 1.51 1.51 1.51 1.16 1.21 1.16 1.16
Γtot 2.20 2.34 2.21 1.51 3.82 1.52 1.51
δyt 0 12.8 3.29 0 396. 3.29 3.29
δλ¯ 0.87 1.20 0.90 0.66 3.29 0.68 0.66
Table 13. The projected uncertainties of Higgs couplings in ILC 250 (Fig. 3) and 500
(Fig. 6) stages, in %. First column shows the values without top operators. Second and third
columns represent the uncertainties with direct top data of LHC Run 2 and HL-LHC S2.
In ILC 250+500 fits, we present the Higgs precision evaluated without top (fourth column),
“indirect only” including top operators (fifth column), plus HL-LHC S2 data (sixth column)
and adding ILC 500 direct-top in the last column.
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ILC 250 ILC 250 + 500
w/o top w/ top w/o top w/ top
top data - LHC Run 2 HL-LHC S2 - HL-LHC S2 ILC 500
cT 0.029 2.514 0.666 0.02 3.336 0.61 0.027
cHE 0.024 0.066 0.029 0.007 0.035 0.012 0.007
cHL 0.025 0.042 0.027 0.011 0.027 0.013 0.011
c′HL 0.035 0.04 0.036 0.012 0.05 0.014 0.012
c3W 0.017 0.017 0.017 0.008 0.008 0.008 0.008
cWB 0.007 0.108 0.079 0.004 0.784 0.069 0.004
cBB 0.016 0.355 0.262 0.011 2.457 0.228 0.011
cWW 0.016 0.021 0.016 0.01 0.178 0.01 0.01
cH 0.885 1.385 0.916 0.656 2.313 0.674 0.657
ctH 0 12.779 3.288 0 396.48 3.286 3.286
c
(1)
Hq 0 2.866 0.448 0 20.67 0.445 0.016
c
(3)
Hq 0 2.149 0.448 0 9.301 0.445 0.016
cHt 0 19.778 5.069 0 19.046 4.579 0.03
cHtb 0 14.34 8.963 0 692.62 8.938 5.372
ctW 0 1.237 0.234 0 10.433 0.233 0.078
ctB 0 10.904 8.043 0 71.313 7.044 0.041
Table 14. The global 1 σ constraints on the EFT coefficients at ILC 250 (Fig. 3) and 500
(Fig. 6) stages, in %. Details are as in Table 13.
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